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THE TRYPHE OF THE SYBARITES: 
A HISTORIOGRAPHICAL PROBLEM IN ATHENAEUS* 
Abstract: A large number of the most infonnative fragments of the Hellenistic Greek historians are transmitted by 
Athenaeus. Unlike the frequently jejune evidence provided by scholiasts, lexicographers and the like, these texts allow 
us to draw historiographical conclusions about lost writers: on this basis, scholars have posited, for example, the place 
of a given author in the Hellenistic 'schools' of history. The importance of Athenaeus as a source for history-writing 
bctween Xcnophon and Diodo~us calls for detailcd study of the Deipnosophist's method of citing these lost authors. The 
present article focuses on Athenaeus' testimony concerning the downfall oEArchaic Sybaris through luxury and excess 
in order to show that certain phrases, sentence patterns and even trains of thought can be reliably identified as belonging 
to Athcnacus rather than thc citcd authority. This discovery entails surprising results: traditions ascribing thc destruction 
of Sybaris to morally corrosive luxury are late and of little historical value. More generally, the debilitating effects of 
luxury cannot serve as an t.semplum supporting the claim that Hellenistic writers tended to explain historical events 
through moral causes; apparent evidence for this causal nexus is better assigned to Athenacus than to thc historians he 
names. In view of these conclusions, a cautious reassessment of all Athenaeus' testimony on fragmentary historians is 
appropriate. 
T H E  Deipnosophistae of Athenaeus of Naucratis is one of thc most important sources for our 
knowledge of the Hellenistic historians. Accordingly, the clearest possible understanding of 
Athenaeus' handling of prose fragments is of great significance to the effort of reconstructing 
Greek historiography between Xenophon and Diodorus. Important work has been done in recent 
years on this topic,' but much remains to be learned. In particular, progress can be made through 
an examination of the concept of zpucpfi. Tpucpfi or 'luxury' is a particularly apt focus for a study 
ofAthenaeus and the historians of the fourth through the first centuries: the concern of these writers 
for zpucpfi is often adduced to demonstrate their interest in the idea of moral causation.* For his 
part, Athenaeus is deeply interested in the moral ramifications of zpucpfi, and his dialogue is our 
most abundant source in this regard. However, elements in Athenaeus that are commonly regarded 
as stemming from earlier authors are often identifiable, with some degree of certainty, as having 
been added subsequently. 
In order to keep our presentation within reasonable bounds, we shall limit ourselves to a case 
study. Sybaris, the Achaean colony on the south coast of Italy, is the most notorious example of 
an Archaic city whose luxurious living brought it to ruin. Scholars have seen in the traditions on 
the fall of Sybaris perhaps the earliest manifestation of the theory of historical causation according 
to which unusual prosperity sets in motion a kind of chain reaction of decadence: from ~choGzo~ 
('wealth') to zpucpfi to ~ 6 p o ~  ('surfeit') to ijpp15 ('insulting arrogance') to &xc jh~ ta  ('destruc- 
t i ~ n ' ) . ~  This theory is believed to underlie the most important historical traditions on Sybaris. 
Briefly put, Sybaris was said to have become a city of great wealth and luxury which, eventually 
* We wish to dedicate this article to the memory of A. 
John Graham, who taught us to read fragments. 
' Ambaglio (1990), Pelling (2000), and Zccchini 
( 1989). 
A. Passerini (1934) 37 is insistent that the concept of 
spucpfi leading to the destruction of the state has 'una im- 
portanza soverchiante' for Hellenistic historiography. 
Brown (1958) 4 notes that Timaeus especially favoured 
rpucpfi among moral causes. More recent scholars argue 
in the same vcin: G. dc Sensi Sestito (1988) 405, relying 
to a large degree on the Sybaris evidence of Athenaeus, 
claims that Timaeus, following the lead of earlier histori- 
ans, made a quasi-systematic use of 'il motivo della tr:vplze 
come chiave di interpretazione storica'. She makes the 
series luxury-hybr.i.7-destruction Timaeus' particular 
scheme for understanding events at Sybaris (p. 406). R. 
Vattuonc (1991) 323-33 puts Athcnacus' cvidcncc 011 
Sybarite rpucpfi at the centre of his discussion of historical 
causation. M. Flower (1994) 166 finds in the same pas- 
sages proof for the direct influence of Theopompus on 
Timaeus vis-a-vi.~ rpucpfi. 
' It is necessary to make a distinction between this thc- 
ory, which holds that rpucpfi leads to acts of i j p p ~ ~  which 
in turn justify divine punishment, and an alternative belief 
that is also present in some sources: rpucpfi enervates the 
wealthy until they fall like over-ripe fruit. 
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forgetting itself, gave bloody offence both to the gods and to its neighbours. Its subsequent defeat 
and sack at the hands of Croton was an act of divine, as well as human, retr ib~tion.~ 
The ~pucpfi of the Sybarites is a favourite paradigm for Athenaeus. He preserves fragments on 
this topic from seven prose authors: Aristotle, Theophrastus, Heracleides Ponticus, Chamaeleon, 
Timaeus, Phylarchus and Polybius. Interpreting prose fragments is a notoriously tricky business, 
since it is often very difficult to decide what is to be attributed to the original author and what to 
the transmitting source(s). Before examining the individual fragments, it will be beneficial to 
make some general observations on Athenaeus' practice in this regard. 
1. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS 
In a recent study, Christopher Pelling has ably set out some of the chief perils that await anyone 
who wishes to make an argument using historical fragments reported by Athenaeus. Most impor- 
tant from our perspective is Pelling's demonstration of how Athenaeus can move from his principal 
authority for a given topic to other sources and then back again, all without any indication: 
Athenaeus can often use a dominant, named figure only as a framework and can hang independent ma- 
terial on that frame: he can quote Posidonius or Theopompus, dr~f t  away and drift back again. . . . All too 
often we fall In to the trap of assuming that the Independent mater~al belongs to the dolntnant framework- 
figure as well.' 
Among the illustrations Pelling gives for this procedure is the case of Smindyrides of Sybaris, 
whom Athenaeus advances in Book 12 as an example of zpucpfi: 
nepi 6k Iytv6upi6ou TOG Lupapitou ~ a i  rijq to6tou tpucpijq iotbpqocv 'Hpb6ozoq kv tijl ii~.cqt, hq 
&nonhtov kni tilv pvqoteiav zijq Kha1o06vouq to6 C ~ ~ u o v i o v  tupbvvou 0uya tpb~  Ayapiotqq, cpqoiv. 
clnb pkv ' I t a h i q ~  < f i h 0 ~ >  Cptv6upi6qq 6 'Inno~pbteoq Cupapizqq, os i n i  nhe?otov 6il xht6ijq eiq 
&v+p cicpi~eto. &'novro yoGv aim31 ~ i h t o t  pbye~pot ~ a i  opvt0eurai. iozope? nepi a6toG ~ a i  T pato5 
Cv rijt Bp66pqt. ( 1  2.54 1 b-c) 
About Smlndyr~des of Sybar~s and h ~ s  luxury Herodotus tells the story In hls vxth book of how he salled 
to the wooing of Agariste, the daughter of Cle~sthenes the tyrant of Sicyon. He says 'the Sybarlte 
Smlndyrldes the son of Hlppocrates came from Italy, he had reached the furthest extent of luxury'. Cer- 
talnly one thousand cooks and fowlers accompanied hlm Tlmaeuq too wrote about hlln In h ~ s  eventh 
book 
As Pelling points out, 'if we did not have Herodotus, the sentence about cooks and fowlers would 
surely have been taken as a Herodotus fragmentl."or should we take the 'fowler sentence' as 
coming froin Timaeus, as is generally done (FGrHist 566 F 9). Athenaeus has the same material 
in Book 6. Here again he does not indicate that he is directly quoting from a source.' The fowler 
Bemharclt (2003) 57 and C. Ainpolo (1993) 217-22 
present the clearest exposition of this view. Ampolo finds 
the concept of Gpprj and the belief that Sybaris was 'la 
polis dell'eccesso' to be the common root of a wide rangc 
of explanations for the destruction of the city. He attrib- 
utes (222, 253-4) the origins of the Gpptq-stories 'ai ne- 
mici dei Sibariti (crotoniati e pitagorici)'. Cozzoli (1980) 
136-7 and del Como (1993) l l also locate the origin of 
these stories arnong the Pythagoreans at Croton. 
' Pelling (2000) 175. 
"elling (2000) 176. 
' 6.273b-C, hhh' 06 Eptv6upi6qj 6 Cupupitqj 
totoiiroq, & "Ehhqvej, oq mi tbv ;4ynpiorqq t i j j  
K ~ E I ~ O ~ V O ~ <  Ouyutpbq bcoppijv yhpov Gnb ~ h t 6 i j j  tiui 
rpucpijq ~ t h i o ~ j  ouvenfiye~o oitiktaq. Clhl~Tj K U ~  
6pvtOeur2xj tiui payeipouj. oe ro j  6' 6 Clvfip x-ui 
bv6si~noOa1 fJouhSp~voj cjj ~ 6 6 ~ t p 6 v o j  k q, O j  
iotoo~T Xuuuthbwv 6 novz~tibc kv t6t n ~ o i  n6ovfic crb 
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sentence 'is an extra fact hung on the framework of quotation, either just before or just after quo- 
tations, and it can simply be a fact drawn from his general knowledge'.$ 
Thus, awareness ofAthenaeus' tendency to compositional dnfi demands that the greatest weight 
be given to those passages in which the direct attribution to an author is clear. The genuineness 
of material that may be added to this framework will have to be judged on the basis of the picture 
of an author developed strictly from such clear citations. Such an approach is likely to exclude 
much of what is supposedly the best evidence for a tradition of Sybarite decadence. 
Even in the case of fragments of indisputable attribution, there are further reasons for caution. 
Any historian using the testimony of the Deipnosophistue must, of course, constantly keep in 
mind the general admonition of P.A. Brunt that the ancients were fond of paraphrases and that 
these were shaped by the quoting author's intent.' Moreover, certain particularities of Athenaeus' 
sympotic discourse make evaluating historical material in his work especially challenging. Chris- 
tian Jacob, in his penetrating introduction to the recent Athenaeus commentary, draws attention to 
Athenaeus' claims to be producing something new.I0 These are surprising statements in a work 
which consists to a great extent of a web of quotations, but Jacob is able to offer an explanation. 
The novelty of which Athenaeus boasts arises from the paradoxical and unexpected connections 
among quotations. Athenaeus' characters disdain 'il ricorso alle fonti piu obvie'." Instead, to an- 
swer the question of the moment, they bring to bear evidence not usually cited in a given context. 
If Jacob is correct in his analysis, we must expect that Athenaeus, in his quest for paradox, uses 
historical evidence in ways inconsistent with a straightforward reading of the original author. 
Evidence is not difficult to find, as we have already seen. Introducing Herodotus' evidence on 
Smindyrides, Athenaeus says that the historian's topic is the .rpucpG of the Sybarite. This statement 
might seem an alteration of minor significance, especially since in Athenaeus' own day zpucpfi had 
become nearly synonymous with Herodotus' ~ h t 6 f i . ~ ~  However, for Athenaeus rpucpfi is a deeply 
pejorative term, while an examination of the original reveals no evidence that Herodotus means 
to characterize Smindyrides negatively.'' As we shall see, such small changes have far-reaching 
ramifications. 
Other cases arc presented by Delfino Ambaglio, who, in order to estimate Athenaeus' reliability 
in fragmentary authors, has studied his use of Herodotus, Thucydides and Xenopl~on. Significantly, 
he finds distortion of sense occurring side by side with 'la riproduzione esatta di un testo'.I4 
Gu6pevov kwpa~ivak.  ~ a i  z o k '  fiv cr6~6.i~ p&ya ~ a i  
Baupaorbv ~ p b <  ~6Gatpoviav. 0 6 ~ 0 ~ .  cj< EOLKEV, xpwi 
piv ~K&OEUSEV, 6' I ) ~ Y E ~ ~ E T O ,  KUT' & p q 6 r ~ p a  
G u o ~ v ~ G v  ('But Smindyrides of Sybaris was not such a 
man, 0 Greeks, who going off to the wedding of Agariste 
the daughter of Cleisthenes took a thousand slaves with 
him out of luxury and softness - fishers and fowlers and 
cooks. This is the man who wanted to demonstrate how 
happily he lived. as Chamaeleon of Pontus says in his 0 t z  
Pleasure (this same book is also ascribed to Theophras- 
tus); he denied that he had seen the sun risc or set in 20 
years. He considered this a great and wonderful mark of 
happiness. It seems he went to bed early and got LIP late, 
unfortunate on both counts'.) Note that Athenaeus cites 
Chamaeleon as authority for Smindyrides' sleeping habits, 
but not for the fowler sentence. 
Pelling (2000) 177. 
' Brunt (1980) 478-9. 
" Jacob (2001) ci with reference to 6.222a, < K E L ~ ~  
& x a ~ r ~ ' i ~  o u v e ~ G ~  &nctv.rGv, ktalpe T ~ . I ~ K ~ U T E S ,  r h  
xaph  TOTS Fe~xvoooq~osa ' i< X~y6p&va, xakvci rkva 
vopijwv fip&5 e6piore~v ('since. Timocrates, my friend, 
whcn we meet you continuously demand what the Dcip- 
nosophists said, thinking that we discovcr new things . . .'), 
and similar material at 13.6 1%-d and 15.665a. 
" Jacob (2001) cii. 
I *  Notice that Athenaeus conjoins rpuqfi to ~ X t G f i  
when he introduces Smindyrides at 6.273b-c. 
' '  We cannot be sure precisely what I-icrodotus means 
by ~htGfi,  sincc it occurs only here in thc Hislories. Ncv- 
ertheless, it is unlikely that he is characterizing 
Smindyrides with a strong pejorative, given that he is 
listed in the context of a search for 'Ehhtvwv ixxuvzwv ... 
r6v hp~orov.  Note as well that Athenaeus gives the im- 
pression that Herodotus' focus is on Smindyrides and his 
decadence, whcn the historian's point is the rise of the Alc- 
maeonids. In fact, as Bemhardt (2003) 136-7 points out, 
Herodotus usi~ally does not show great interest in the 
moral effects of luxury: for example. he does not criticize 
either Croesus or Polycrates of Samos for their way of life, 
nor does he use their opulence to help explain their sudden 
downfalls. 
Ambaglio (I 990) 52. 
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Athenaeus used 'facts' attested by a historian to support the argument of his dialogue, without re- 
gard for whether such a use is consistent with the meaning of the passage in its original context.'' 
For example, at 6.75 Herodotus relates the suicide of Cleomenes of Sparta, who, though physically 
restrained and under guard, managed to obtain a knife and fatally mutilate himself. Athenaeus 
cites this passage tendentiously: 671 6k 6th yk$r\v iauzhv ~ a i  ya~cr ipat  ~ a z i z ~ y ~ v  'Hp66ozo~ 
iozbpqoe (10.436f, 'Herodotus says that he cut himself up with a knife out of drunkenness'). 
Although there is no indication in the text of Herodotus that Cleomenes was drunk at the time, and 
further, although Athenaeus knows of Histories 6.84, where Herodotus rejects the Spartan tradition 
that Cleomenes' madness was caused by a preference for strong wine which he learned from the 
Scythians, Athenaeus clearly implies that it is Herodotus' view that Cleomenes acted 6th yk$r \~ . '~  
In a passage of special interest to our investigation, Athenaeus (4 .144~)  cites Xenophon's 
Agesi1au.s 9.3, where the austere lifestyle of the Spartan is compared to that of the Persian kings. 
Once again Athenaeus characterizes the purport of the passage he quotes in his own terms: 
Xenophon, he says, is writing nepi z i j ~  zpucpij~ of the Persians, though the word does not occur in 
the Agesiltus. Of course, in this instance a reader may judge that Athenaeus is offering an accurate 
interpretation of Xenophon's text: Xenophon considers the Greek's lifestyle to be morally superior 
to Persian luxury, and for Athenaeus zpucpfi is unquestionably a moral failing. 
Thus, study of Athenaeus' use of extant historians gives the unsurprising result that sometimes 
the Deipnosophist interprets his sources in a manner that seems to us unobjectionable; at other 
times, the view he offers seems inconsistent or even at cross-purposes with the argument of the 
original. But as obvious as this information may be, it gains serious significance when we turn to 
evaluate the evidence for Athenaeus' fragmentary authors. There we would give a great deal to 
be able to discern when our author is following his original closely and when he is elaborating. 
2. 'RUNNING AGROUND ON LUXURY' 
A necessary first step in that direction is the identification, in passages where Athenaeus 1s citing 
historians, of patterns of thought or diction which we can assign with some degree of confidence 
to Athenaeus rather than his source. Note that in the examples from both Herodotus and Xenophon 
that are given above, the signifi cant alterations made by Athenaeus occur in sentences in which 
Athenaeus introduces the authority of the author in question." If we examine introductory or 
transitional passages in Athenaeus' discussion of zpucpfi, we find reason to suspect that a similar 
elaboration has taken place. 
The clearest evidence concerns the rather odd phrase ( E ~ ) o K ~ ~ ~ E I v  zpucpfiv. Properly speak- 
ing, ~ < O K ~ ~ ~ E I V  is a navigational term meaning 'to run aground'. Athenaeus' expression thus 
might be rendered 'to shipwreck onto luxury' or the like. In the extant part of the Deipno.sophi.stue, 
Alnbaglio (1990) 53:  Athenaeus, 'in questo caso 
come altrove, mostra di usare il testo di Erodoto senza 
riguardo alcuno per il suo significato'. A humorous illus- 
tration of Ambaglio's point is the interpretation of 
I-Terodotus that Athenaeus gives at 3 .78~ .  In the relevant 
passage (1.71.3), Herodotus relates the advice given to 
Croesus by the Lydian Sandanis: Croesus should not at- 
tack the Persians, because the Persian land was poor, with 
nothing to offer Croesus in case of a Lydian victory: o d ~  
oi'vo~ 61a~ptovra1,  &hhh 66ponorkovo1, ov o G ~ a  6; 
k ~ o u o ~  rphye~v, OGK hhho ayaebv o66kv ('they do not 
use wine, but are water drinkers; they have neither figs to 
eat, nor any other good thing'). Athenaeus quotes the 
paragraph containing Sandanis' advice with the following 
introduction: b 6; eaupaothra ro i  ~ a i  pehiyqpuj 
'Hp6Foroi kv t i i~ nphrql r6v iorop16v K a i  pkya kya0i)v 
cpqo~v &:vat sh  aka o6rooi hiyo\) ... ('Thc most marvcl- 
lous and sweet-voiced Herodotus in Book 1 of his Histo- 
ries also says that figs are a great good, and I quote . . .'). 
' T v e n  if 6th p60qv is taken to mean a chronic dispo- 
sition toward drunkenness rather then a particular drunken 
episode, it is not Herodotus' version, for he indicates that 
he prefers the explanation of the majority of Greeks, ac- 
cording to which Clcomencs was driven mad as divine rct- 
ribution for tampering with the Oracle. Athenaeus quotes 
from this passage (6.84) at 10.427b, where he is interested 
in the Scythian connection. 
l 7  Brunt ( 1  980) 479 and Jacob (2000) xcvi each draw 
attention to the difficulties prcsentcd by the onsets and 
conclusions of fragments. 
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i c o ~ i h h ~ t v  &is tpvqfiv occurs in connection with six different quotations and three (or four) dif- 
ferent authors: 
4.141f ... oi A6t~wvej kt&~ethav eiq tpucpfiv. @6hap~oq yo& ... 
12.521~: Cupap?tat, cpqoiv [sc. @6hap~oq], ~\o~eihav.teq eiq tpucpilv gypayav v6pov 
12.522a: Kpozovtlitat 6'. 65 cpqo~ Tiyatoj, pet& ti) kcehe?~ Xupapituq k~cb~ethav eiq rpucpiv 
12.523~: oi tfiv X?ptv 6; ~atot~oGvzeq ..., ijj cpqot Tiyatoq ~ a i  Xptotot6hqq, eiq tpucpfiv i tB~ethav 
12.526a: Kohocpcbv~ot 6', 65 cpqot @6hap~oq, ... kxei ~ i j  tpucpfiv i t6~e thav  
12.528a-b: no?d$toq 6' ... Kaxuqoiouq toh j kv Kayxaviat ... k~o~e?ha t  eiq zpucpilv K U ~  xohu~khe~av 
In addition to these examples, kko~&ihavt&s is ijPplv appears at 12.521d, in a passage generally 
supposed to be drawn from Phylarchus; and t c o ~ c Y h a ~  &is n o h u ~ ~ h i j  Giattav is explicitly said to 
come from Nicolaus of Damascus at 12.543a. Thus, Athenaeus associates the construction in 
question ( k c o ~ k h h ~ ~ v  completed by a preposition whose object is tpucpfi or a similar moral term) 
perhaps with Aristotle and without doubt with Timaeus, Phylarchus, Polybius and Nicolaus. 
A brief examination of the history of this usage is instructive. If we leave aside for the moment 
the examples quoted in the previous paragraph, there are no securely attested instances of our 
phrase k c o ~ k h h ~ t v  cis tpvqfiv before the Common Era. ' E c o ~ k h h s ~ v  is used most often in early 
literature in its proper sense to refer to actual groundings by ships and also animals such as dolphins 
and snakes." The remaining uses from before the Common Era are metaphorical and worth ex- 
amining in detail, for there are only six of them. Aeschylus (Supp. 438) uses the phrase intransi- 
tively to describe a predicament (6~Cpo 6' E ~ o K ~ ~ ~ E T ~ L ,  meaning 'It has come to this moment of 
crisis'), which he goes on to explain: Pelasgus must choose between waging war against one side 
or the other. In Euripides' Tro. 137, when Hecube uses the phrase ( k ~  t&v6' k & ~ ~ ~ t h '  Gzav, 'I have 
shipwrecked in so much ruin'), she does so in the context of a direct address to the very ships that 
brought the Greeks to Troy. Thus her usage is set in a strictly nautical framework. lsocrates three 
times uses the verb. At 7.18, the results of bad government are characterized as a shipwreck.lY At 
15.268, he advises young men not to get bogged down in the arguments of the sophists (~176' 
i c o ~ ~ i h a o a v  &is 206s hi)yous TO&< tijv nahatijv oocp~ot&v) and, in a similar passage in Ep. 2.13, 
he promises to end a discussion too extensive for a letter instead of shipwrecking on lengthy dis- 
course (&Ah' &is hGyov p i j ~ o s  k t o ~ ~ i h a ~ ) .  These instances differ significantly from those quoted 
in Athenaeus, because they are a matter of running aground on something external to the subject 
(bad luck or the like), not on the subject's own proclivity for vice. 
The last passage from this period, Polybius, Hist. 4.48.11, rings an interesting change on the 
early metaphorical uses. The context describes Achaeus, viceroy in command ofAsia west of Mt 
Taurus. He avenged the assassination of King Seleucus, and usurped the throne from the Seleucid 
heir in 220 BC, but did not maintain his position long. He was captured and executed as a traitor 
in 213. Achaeus, it seems, ran aground not on bad luck, but on good: knap6eis 707s ~ 6 t u ~ f i y a o t  
nap& 7~66~x5 kch~~the:  ('elated by his good fortune, he immediately ran aground').") 
I X  The literal uses of the word that occur bcfore the 
Common Era are: Aesch. Ag. 666; Hdt. 6.16.1, 7.182.1 
bis, 8.84.2; Thuc. 2.91.4, 4.11.4, 4.12.1, 4.26.7, 8.102.3; 
Eur. IT  1379; Xen. Anub. 7.5.12; Arist. IIist Anim. 5331, 
and 63 1 b, Mir. 844a; Nicander, Ther. 295 and 32 1 ; Polyb. 
Hist. 1.20.15, 1.51.9, 4.41.2; Diod. Sic. 1.31.4, 12. 62.3, 
13.13.6,20.87.2; Dion. Hal. 20.9; Strabo 9.5, 16.3. 
" 7.18.5, e i ~  z p a ~ 6 ~ e p a  npayyaza ~ b v  z6ze 
yevoykvcov tkoaeihwpev ('we may run aground on mat- 
ters more rugged than the ones we faced then'). 
"' It is possiblc to see in this passage a step toward thc 
usage cvident in Athcnaeus, since in the later author good 
fortune, riches, etc. often are precursors to shipwrecking 
on some moral failing. However, this example seems to us 
a closer parallel to the earlier metaphorical uses than to 
the later ones: running aground on good fortune is simply 
a witty inversion of the more straightfonvard use that we 
have secn in Euripides and Isocratcs. No serious moral 
culpability in Achaeus is necessarily entailed, but merely 
an inability to manage affairs in his new position. By con- 
trast, moral blame on the part of the subject is regularly 
part of the usage later. 
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For a clear parallel to our examples from Athenaeus one has to wait until the writings of Philo 
in the first ccnkry AD. While he never uses the word for a literal shipwreck, it is a favourite turn 
of phrase for moral failings, in particular the indulgence of appetites that are better kept in check.:' 
In this connection, it may be significant that Philo elaborates the metaphor, as if he might have ex- 
pected it to be unfamiliar to his readers::? 
ptKp6j npbj e6.ruxicxv a i jpa j  hapbpevot, n&vra ~ & h o v  dtvaoeioavrej, hayxpb cpuoGyev K U ~  
nve6oavr~q y&ya K U ~  o6vrovov nhqoiortot npbj .raj  &nohaGoetj .r&v rca0Gv c p & p 6 y ~ 0 ~  ~ a i  06 
~ C ~ ~ T E ~ O V  ~ ~ k h h o p ~ ~  ~ & j  & v E ~ / ~ & v c I ~  K U  K E X U ~ U O ~ & V U ~  EL parGj &dhJpiclj, hwj &V 6 ~ o ~ e i h a v . r ~ ;  
iihm r61 y~uxqj  vauay~oopev  or&cp~t. (De mut. nom. 2 15) 
Catching the smallest breezes blowing towards good fortune, shaking out every reef, we blow a keen 
breeze and puffing to our utmost we move with full sails toward the enjoyment of our passions; we don't 
stop our slack and uncontrollably loose desires until, running aground, we shipwreck the whole vessel 
of our soul. 
It is striking that, after Philo, the usage is adopted by that other important Jewish writer of the 
late first and early second century AD, Josephus, who uses it almost entirely in a moral sense.*' In 
Josephus, the shoals are more broadly defined to include general savageness and madness.'" 
After these early metaphorical appearances, the exprcssion re-occurs with some frequency in 
a wide range of authors of the first and second centuries AD and beyond, in order to describe all 
variety of vice, including delicate living (&ppoGiat.sov), dice, drunkenness, shamelessness and 
pleasure. It became a preferred expression for Plutarch, Cassius Dio and Clement of Alexandria 
especially. For example, Plutarch uses it nine times metaphorically, seven of which are applied to 
vice, while he uses the word literally only four times.?' Omitting fragments preserved in later au- 
thors, Cassius Dio has but two literal uses (54.21 and 75.16) and ten metaphorical ones.:h Clement 
employs the word ten times and applies it only to vice. Interestingly enough, he for the first time 
outside of Athenaeus relates the phrase to zpucpfi (at Paed. 3 3.44.1 and 3.11.53.2)." 
Of the nine instances in Philo. two have a general 
moral referent implying vice (Legum ullegnriarum 2.60.7; 
De e.xsecrationihus 170), and the other seven are more 
specific: things eyes should not be looking at (De agt: 
34.5); love of unattainable things (De confitsione lin- 
guarunl 7.5); lust (De somnii.~ 1.246); intemperate lan- 
guage, gluttony and licentiousness (De somniis 2.147); 
appetite and gluttony (De somniis 2.2 1 1); general inconti- 
nence (De specialibus legibus 2.135); passions (De mut. 
nom. 2 15). 
2 2 0 f  COU~SC, this is only onc possibility. Thc ability to 
revitalizc a moribund metaphor is a mark of a skilled 
writer. 
'' Save for one passage about the landing of the ark, in 
which he is citing from Nicolaus of Damascus (AJ 1.95). 
'' His characters shipwreck upon: envy (Vit. 123.1); 
crimes like plotting against one's father (AJ 17.1 13); mad- 
ness (BJ 4.261.2); savageness (BJ 4.38 1.2); and cven, in 
the case of the Emperor Nero, the theatre (BJ 2.25 1.2). 
*' Metaphorical shipwrecking on stories, similar to 
Isocrates' uses: Plut. De,fiicie in orhe lu~zae 940f6; De 
sollertia animalium 985~3.  Metaphorical, describing vice: 
Timoleon 36.8.4 (ambition); De Iiberis edticandi.~ 5b0 
(dice and partying); Quaestiones convivia1e.s 6 5 4 ~ 6  (hy- 
bris); Luc~ullus 38.4 (terrible things (Marius' later acts)): 
Brz~tu.~ I .2 (rage); Murius 2.4 (savageness and wildness), 
45.10 (strange delusion). Literal: Septem supientiunl (.on- 
~~ivizrtn 160f7, 161a3; De glori~i Atheniensium 347b2; De 
sollertia aninlalium 98 1 b I. 
?" 19.62.1 (delicatc living); 24.83.2 (the worst thing): 
25.85.1 (evil); 55.16.3 (high birth, pride of wcalth, lofti- 
ness of honours, arrogance of bravery, conceit of power); 
57.13 (Tiberius ran aground when his rival, Germanicus, 
was removed); 58.23 (Tiberius asked the Senate not to 
give Gaius premature honours lest he run aground) 
67.14.2.2 (the things of the Jews); 79.3.3.2 (the most 
shamcful and illegal and pollutcd things); 14 1.13 (most 
dainty things); 286.13 (dainty living); S223.23 (things of 
the Jews). 
?'Also: Puedagogus 2.1.4.1 (desserts), 2.2.28.3 (plea- 
sure), 2.8.61.1 (pleasure and relaxation), 3.2.10.3 (shame- 
lessncss), 3.8.44.1 (liccntiousncss), 3.1 1.53.2 (excess); 
Strottrutu 3.5.41.2 (pleasure); Quis dives salvetur 40.3.2 
(evil). Additional authors employing this idiom include: 
Herodian for drunkenness (Ah excessz~ divi Mcilri 5.7.6), 
faults (6.1.5), and tyranny (7.10.2); Aelius Aristides for 
the worst evils ( n p 6 ~  nh&twvcc .\j~t?p rGv r e r ~ & p o v  
149.20); Pausanias for ignorant desire (8.24.9); and Aelian 
for madncss (NA 14.20) and tpucpfi (I'H 12.24 and 12.30). 
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Given this evidence, it seems best to locate the source of the occurrences of 650~8hhe~v  &is 
zpucpiv in Athenaeus in that writer's own milieu. Such an interpretation is supported by a further 
consideration: it stretches credulity to believe that Athenaeus, in selecting examples of zpucpfi fiom 
Timaeus, Phylarchus and the rest, would by some coincidence quote so many instances of what 
could not have been anything but a rare phrase. Thus we conclude that 6to~Chhetv &is zpucpiv 
represents an elaboration applied to the evidence cited by Athenaeus, and we should be careful not 
to attribute these words to the authorities named.18 
Once we begin to discern Athenaeus' modtis opevandi, it is possible to identify other turns of 
phrase that are likely to constitute later interpretation rather than the evidence of the original. One 
such is G1ap6qzo~ 6.ni + dative ('famous for'), which occurs frequently in the DeQ?nosophistae. 
To restrict ourselves to his discussion of luxury, Gtapbq.ro< 67ci zpucpfj~ is used at least three times 
in a way that might lead the reader to assume that these words are part of the source's evidence, 
though they clearly are not: 1 1.496e, ascribed to Nicander of Chalcedon; 12.5 18c, to Clearchus of 
Soli; 12.543b, to Rutilius. It is telling that the word Gtap6qzo~ does not occur in the direct trans- 
mission of any authors writing before the Common Era, whereas suddenly, in the first and second 
centuries AD, use not only of the word but of the phrase Gtap6qzos h i  + dative appears in many 
places, particularly in Plutarch, Josephus, Dio Chrysostomus, Clement of Alexandria and Origen.2y 
Athenaeus shows by far the most inclination for the phrase: it occurs fifteen times in his Deip- 
nosophistae, all but one of which describe fame derived from derogatory traits: luxury most fre- 
quently, but also delicate living (dympayia), flattery, excessive eating, softness and feasting.'() 
Similar to the phrase 660~8hh~1v zpucpiv, the suddenness with which this expression goes 
from, at most, very limited usage to a sudden proliferation in the Common Era suggests that it 
cannot be ascribed to authors of significantly earlier date. Atap6qzos ~ z h .  must be categorized as 
non-original.'' 
The last example of expressions of this sort that we shall examine is not a distinct phrase, but 
rather a pattern which, though clear, allows a significant degree of variation. Throughout the Deip- 
nosophistae we find sentences with the following elements: a verb of motion (e.g. Z p ~ o p a ~ )  with 
a dependent e i ~ ;  a neuter singular pronoun as the object of cis; dependent on the pronoun, a gen- 
itive noun denoting the name of a vice; a result clause indicating the extent of the vice ('He went 
so far into vice that . . .'). Once again we limit our examples to those involving zpucpi: 
12.514e: X&pqj 6 '  o MttuhqvaToj ... e i j  toCzo, cpqoiv, ~ K O V  zpucpfij oi z&v nepoGv P ~ o t h A j  &oze ... 
12.5 15d: Au6oi 6k ei j T O O O ~ T O V  ~ ~ O O V  ~pucpfi j h j  ..., h j  iozope'i Zdtv00j 6 Au6bj 
12.520~ (concerning the Sybarites and apparently attributed to Aristotle): ~ i j  zqh t~oczov  6' Joav 
~ p u v f i j  6 h q h a ~ 6 t ~ j  h j  ... 
12.522d: Tclpavzivou~ 66 cpqo~ K h k a p ~ o j  ... ~ i j  zooo6zo rpucpijj rcpoah0~'iv 6oze ... 
12.523a (concerning the Iapyges and apparently attributed to Clearchus): oi  pa& t 06~0uq  ... ~ i j  z06z0 
zpucpijj, do' G ~ Z E P O V  G Q p e ~ j  JhOov 6 o z ~  ... 
2X Michael Flower (1994) 166, for example, suggests 
that Timaeus 'coined the evocative phrase "to run aground 
into luxury"'. However, it would be difficult to explain 
why this coinage - apparently felicitous enough to be re- 
peated by Phylarchus and Polybius - would disappcar 
from our view for 250 years (if we ignore avgurnenti c ~ ~ ~ t s u  
Athenaeus' evidence) only to re-emerge with a flourish in 
Philo. 
'' Examples with the preposition include: Plut. Luc. 
6.2; Josephus, AJ9.182; D. Chrys. 3.72,33.48; Clem. Al. 
Exc. Tlzeod. 4.75.3; Orig. Cels. 1.29.33. It occurs in many 
lesser authors as well, with and without the h i .  
"'Ath U c ~ p n  3 100c, 6 252f, 8 33813,') 4 0 1 ~ .  11 49hd, 
11 509c, 12 Slob, 12 513f, 12 51Xc. 12,.527c, 12 543b, 
13 588b, 15 690b The slngle except~on to the ncgatlw 
activities IS 111 the epltome of Book 1 (1 14e), where De- 
moteles and Chairephon are famous, along with people 
such as Nausicaa, for being ball players. The wording 
may be that of the epltomlzer rather than Athenaeus, of 
course. 
" That ~t 1s part of Athenaeus' own ~ d ~ o m  1s probably 
entailed by the occurrence of the phrase in passages that 
belong to the symposlastic frannng d~alogue, e.g. Slob, 
the lntroduct~on to Book 12 
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Other parallels could be adduced, whether about different vices or departing from the pattern 
to some degree. This list, however, will suffice to establish that we are justified in suspecting that 
any expression of this sort is a later addition." Further study would no doubt reveal other such phe- 
nomena, but it is already obvious that any characterization of motives or the like that Athenaeus 
applies to a historical fragment must be treated with extreme scepticism, even when worded as part 
of the quotation. In view of the demonstrated tendency in the text of the Deipnosophistae some- 
times to misrepresent the tenor of historical evidence, the opinion of the named source must be 
identified on1.v on the basis of the facts related in the fragment, where these can be acertained. 
Interpretations of Athenaeus' evidence on Sybarite tpucpfi face one more serious difficulty. In 
the preceding paragraphs we have for simplicity's sake said that it was Athenaeus who adjusted 
the thmst of his historical sources. It is possible that it is more accurate to lay at least part of the 
responsibility on an intermediate source. Although the question ofAthenaeus' use of intermediaries 
is extremely complicated and perhaps overwrought with scholarship, nevertheless we must ap- 
proach it briefly, since pertinent evidence has been so far overlooked in the literature. 
We have noted above the existence of a passage cited from Nicolaus of Damascus in which the 
k t o ~ k h h ~ t v  expression is used. We must now give the quotation in full: 
N t ~ b h a o q  6' b x e p t x a t q t t ~ b q  i v  t i j t  G e ~ & z q t  ~ a i  ~ ~ a t o o t f i ~  t b v  ' Iotopt6v A a 6 ~ o h h b v  tpllotv 
&cpt~ i )p~vov  ~ i q  'Pchyqv KU\I Op1apf3~60avta h6yov t e  uxo6bvza TOG xpbq Mtoptbdrtqv noh&ou 
E{o~e?hat eiq nohutehi j  6Qt tav  &K tijq xaha16q  oocppoo6vqq tpucpijq t e  xpbtov  e i ~  bixav 'Poyaiotq 
ilyeybva yevkoOat. ~ a ~ x o o & ~ e v o v  6veriv f3aothkwv xhoiitov MtOp~6drtou ~ a i  Ttypdrvou. ( 12.543a) 
Nicolaus the Peripatetic In the one hundred and tenth book of  his Histories says that Lucullus, when he 
had arrived in Rome and celebrated a triumph and given an account of his war  against Mithridates, ran 
aground upon an extravagant inode of  life instead o f  his old moderation and, enjoying the wealth of two 
kings, Mithridates and Tigrancs, he bccarne the very first to lead the Romans into luxury. 
From the evidence we have gathered in the preceding paragraphs, we may conclude that the 
words kkox~That E ~ S  xohuz~hij Gia~rav,  at least, do not belong to Nicolau~.~' This information 
becomes very significant if we are aware that Athenaeus had quoted the same lines of Nicolaus at 
6.274e-f." The earlier quotation is substantially identical, and we find once again the expression 
'? Unllke icorihhelv K T ~ . ,  the ei j TOGTO zpucptj con- 
struct~on is Class~cal Xen Hell 6 2 6, &ST' Ecpaoav roc< 
o r p a r t c j ~ a j  ~ i j  ~oGzo zpucpqj bh0eTv GOT' our  b06he~v 
xivetv, ~i pfi avooopiaj ~ i q  ('Consequently, thc soldlcrs 
advanced so far Into luxury that they rcfuwd to drlnk ~f 
the wlnc did not have a finc bouquet'). It 1s thc h ~ g h  frc- 
quency of this expression in Athenaeus that is the bas~s 
of our argument. In addlt~on. the same reasontng seems 
to apply to the many Instances In wh~ch Athenaeus in- 
troduces a zpucpfi cxan~plc (or cffccts a transltlon betwccn 
parts of a ~pucpfi cxamplc) wlth a corrclativc cxprcss~on 
completed by a result clause (this tlmc, w~thout the 
prepos~t~onal phrase e i ~  toGro rpucpijg or s ~ m ~ l a r ) .  For 
example, 12.526b (of the Colophonlans), oihw 6' 
hc~h68qoav 6t& rfiv & ~ a r p o v  pkoqv G ~ T E  ('they werc 
so undone by cxccss~vc alcohol that '): 01 12 536bc, 
hrpbcpqoev 6h ~ a i  @&pat  6 A a ~ ~ 6 a t p 6 v l o j  . K U ~  t a ? ~  
fi6ovaTj oiizoj &oehyGj Pxpqoazo ... i h o t ~  ('Pharax the 
Lacedaemonlan Indulged In luxury and pursued his 
pleasure so wantonly that '). 
It remalns an open questlon the extent to whlch the 
sentcnce accurately rcflccts N~colaus' mcanlng It would 
be cspccially Important to know whether ~t 1s N~colaus 
himself who ldent~fies Lucullus as the first to bnng ~pucpfi 
to the Romans, slnce most of our anclent sources put thls 
event much earl~er. See Zccchlnl (1989) 119 n.231. 
'' rijj  6; nohuzeheiaj t i j j  vGv &rpa<o6oqj n p 6 ~ o j  
fiyephv  VETO A ~ b ~ o h h o j  6 ~ a r a v a u p a ~ f i o a j  
MtOptGh~qv. h j  Nw6hao; 6 x e p ~ n a ~ q r t ~ b j  iozop~?. 
ircpt~bptvoj y&p ~ i <  tev 'Pcjpqv VET& ~ j v  q t tav  tfiv 
MtOpt6dt~ou BTL TE Tfiv Ttyp&vou TOG Appeviou K U ~  
O p ~ a p p ~ b o a j  h6yov TE &no6065 ~ b v  roc xohipou 
npdtt~wv 6rEthev e i j  nohuzehfl6ial~av hr Tflg naha1Ciq 
owcppoobvqj h-ai npbroj spucpijj ~ i o q y q t i j  'Pwpaio~j  
kykvET0. .k-CYplC~o&pE~~j GVETV P~othktov T ~ v  
~rpoe~pqyhvwv nhoGtov. ('It was that Lucullus who de- 
feated M~thr~dates who first Introduced the extrabagance 
that 1s now reach~ng 11s ~cn t th .  He, as N~colaus the Perl- 
patcttc says. reaching Rome after the defeat of M~thrl- 
datcs and also that of Tlgrancs thc Armcnlan and, 
cclebrat~ng h ~ s  trlumph and glvlng an account of h ~ s  ac- 
tions In the war, ran aground upon an extravagant way of 
llfe Instead of h ~ s  old moderation. Enjoying the wealth of 
the aforcsard two klngs, he became the first to Introduce 
luxury to the Roman\.') 
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& K E I ~ E V  E ~ S  nohuzehfj G i a ~ ~ a v  i~ z q ~  x a h a ~ i j l ~  oocppoo6vq~. Our previous argument rules out 
the likelihood that the phrase goes back to the original source, and it seems most implausible that 
Athenaeus, paraphrasing Nicolaus directly, would have added exactly the same material both 
times.15 Explanation must be sought elsewhere. 
The most straightforward approach is to assume that these two passages reveal Athenaeus in the 
act of self-quotation. On this interpretation, Athenaeus, in the course of his reading, excerpted an in- 
teresting bit of Nicolaus into a 'notebook' (b~cbpvqpa), apparently marking the theme with a favourite 
introductory phrase ( i t o ~ d h h e ~ v  z h ) . ~ ~  Later, when composing the Deipnosophistae, Athenaeus 
used these notes where appropriate, drawing twice from this same entry to give us our doublet. 
This view is a plausible way of analysing the evidence of Athenaeus' own text and may be cor- 
rect. However, certain data external to this text must give us pause. Scholars have long noted sim- 
ilarities between many passages in Athenaeus and in the Varia Historiu of Aelian. Detailed 
discussion of the problems involved in understanding the relationship between these two works 
need not detain us. On the other hand, several parallels between Aelian and Athenaeus are pertinent 
to the question at issue. 
VH 12.24 concerns that familiar example of zpucpfi, Smindyrides: 
CprvFupiFqv zbv Cupapizqv hkyouotv 8ni zooo6zov ~pucpfij t t o ~ e ' i h a t ,  cbq EG C t~u i jVa  aZjzi)v 
&cpt~ko8at pvqozijpa Ayapiozq~ z f i ~  KhetoeCvou~, ~ a i  bnciyeo0at xthiouq pkv payeipouq, zooo6zouj 
6; bpvleeuzci~, ~ rx i  t x h l ~ y ~  ~ t h i o u j .  
They say that Smindyrides the Sybarite ran aground on so inuch luxury that he came to Sicyon as a 
suitor of Agariste the daughter of Cleisthenes and brought a thousand cooks and the same number of 
fowlers and fishers. 
While there is nothing particularly interesting about the content of the passage - we have seen the 
same details about the fishers and fowlers and cooks in Athenaeus, where Pelling suggests they 
come from 'general knowledge' - the phraseology of its introduction is quite striking. Aelian has 
combined two of Athenacus' favourite expressions for beginning a zpucpfi-exemplum: k t o ~ h h h e ~ v  
e i ~  zpucpfiv and k p ~ k o e a ~  (vel sirn.) E ~ S  zoooiizov tpucpq~. For his part, Athenaeus uses neither 
phrase in connection with Smindyrides, nor does he ever combine the two phrases so closely in 
any context. If, then, Aelian relies upon Athenaeus for this material, he shows a keen eye for the 
idiosyncrasies of his model, a virtue which few ofAelian's modern critics would admit. Moreover, 
Aelian repeats the combination in other passages: 
Slnindyrides the Sybarite ran aground on so inuch luxury . . . lying down on rose petals and sleeping on 
them, he got up saying that he had sores from the mattress. 
'5 We cannot absolutely excludc the possrbrlrty that not to mult~ply causes and to opcrate on the assumpt~on 
the words In question do go back to Nicolaus, slnce we that the formulation was not part of the onglnal. 
have noted that the expression begins to become popular '"mportant works on the use of notebooks by anclent 
near the beginning of the Common Era. However, Nlco- authors lnclude Pelling ( 1979 and 1985) and Van der 
laus' would be the earllest attestahon of this usage (to Stockt (1999), both on Plutarch. Jacob (2001) Ixx~v- 
run aground on a subjective vicc) Gwen Athenaeus' ap- lxxx111 discusses 'rot011 dl note dl lettura' In Athenacus' 
parent fondness for the phrase. it thercfore seems best own day. 
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The Cyreneans ran aground on so much luxury that they tried calling in Plato to become their lawgiver. 
Neither of these two instances of zpucpfi appears in Athenaeus, at least as now extant; direct bor- 
rowing is therefore unlikely. Perhaps this evidence suggests that both Athenaeus and Aelian were, 
at the very least, influenced by the diction of a common source. This source need not have been 
a specific written work. The idea that Athenaeus drew upon a treatise nepi Tpucpfj~ has been 
raised many times in the literature - and rejected just as often.77 The fons in question may rather 
have been once again 'general knowledge', assuming that the effects of zpucpfi had become a well- 
worn topos in the schools, with its own characteristic turns-of-phrase in addition to standard 
 example^.^^ 
For the present, talk of an intermediary tpucpfi-tradition remains speculation, but if we are cor- 
rect in identifying phrases such as kgo~khhetv d~ zpucpfiv, 6 t a p 6 q z o ~  h i  tpucpijr, and 
zoooCzov qh%ov rpucpfi~ c j ~  as introductory or transitional expressions that should not be attributed 
to the original named sources, then the question of Mittelquellen must eventually be reopened and 
this new complication dealt with in detail. Meanwhile, a cautious and conservative approach to 
the historical evidence preserved in Athenaeus must allow for the very real possibility that some 
parts of that evidence may have been affected by passing through one or more layers of transmis- 
sion before reaching Athenaeus. 
3. THE LUXURY OF THE SYBARITES 
We may now turn to examine Athenaeus' testimony on Sybarite tpucpfi. The earliest prose author 
that Athenaeus cites on this matter is Aristotle. At 12.520~ we read on the authority of Aristotle 
in his Constitution ofthe Sybarites (or of the Crotoniates?) that the Sybarite custom of training their 
horses to dance to the flute put them at a tactical disadvantage in their war with Croton. This pas- 
sage presents no good evidence that Aristotle represented this incident as connected with tpucpfi. 
Athenaeus introduces the passage with the words eiq zqht~oCtov 6' qoav zpucpfj~ k h q h a ~ 6 z r ~  c j ~  
~ a i  nap& z h ~  ~ 6 w ~ i a <  z o 6 ~  Y n ~ o u ~  k%ioat n p b ~  a thbv 6 p ~ ~ T o % a t  ('They had advanced to such 
a degree of luxury that their horses were accustomed to dance to the flute even at their feasts'). As 
argued above, in prudence we must assume that this sentence is not Aristotle's. In addition, 
Athenaeus himself notes that nearly the same story is told of the Cardians, and as Athenaeus relates 
the Cardian episode (following Charon of Lampsacus), zpucpfi seems to play no part. It is consis- 
tent with this evidence to judge that Aristotle may have discussed the dancing horses of Sybaris 
as a curiosity, not as symptomatic of the city's decadence. 
12.523~ also names Aristotle in connection with Sybarite zpucpfi: 
~ a i  o  tfiv Z p l v  6 i  K ~ T O I K ~ ~ ~ V T E C , ,  ijv npLi~o1 ~atkoxov oi &nb Tpoia~ ih6bvzeS, ijotepov 6' 6x6 
Kohocpwviov [lacuna], &S cpqo~ Tipato5 ~ a i  Ap~otozkhq~, i q  tpucp+v i~B~r13Lav oux ?looov 
Xu@aplzLiv. 
And those occupying Siris - first those coming tiom Troy possessed it, but later by the Colophonians 
[lucunu], as Tiinaeus and Aristotle say - ran aground upon luxury no less than the Sybarites. 
'' The supposed exlstcnce of an intcrmcdiatc source On Anczent Luxury') b o ~  a discus\ion of t h ~ \  Alc~phron, 
for Book 12 is based ultimately on the words found in see Zecchln~ (1989) 178 w ~ t h  n 150 
the margin of Codex Venetus Martianus 447 at 12 5 18d lX Ny~kos ( I  941) 9 plertrmque t~lhll  allztd (onclun'r 
206~0 ~ a i  hhlcicppwv pkpvqm~ kv 761 nepi nahaikq pote~ t  nlsz eas res, quue upuri Athetzueum, Aellunum, 
zpucpt~ ~ a i  ~ 6 v  hhhwv o~e6bv & n & v ~ o v  ('Alciphron teteras tzarrantzcc teml~ortbus lllzs uhzque - et Athenrs et 
ment~oned t h ~ s  and nearly all the same th~ngs In h ~ s  book Rottzue et Ale~andrzae - notas atquepervulgntusfiris~e 
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Athenaeus goes on to describe the beautiful clothing of the people of Siris. Once again, mention 
of ~pvcpi - whether that of Siris or of Sybaris - is a later addition by Athenaeus, who is citing the 
two probably as evidence merely for the Colophonian settlement at Siris.I9 
The third passage in which Aristotle is quoted vis-a-vis Sybaris is of particular interest, since 
this time the original is still extant. 12.541a-b reproduces Mirabilium ausctiltationes 
96.838a15-26, where we are told of the fabulous iy&z~ov of a certain Sybarite named Alcisthenes 
(or Alcimenes)." The garment was remarkably extravagant, embroidered with images of, inter 
alia: Zeus and other gods; Susa, the Persian capital; Sybaris; and Alcisthenes himself. It was ded- 
icated at the Lacinium of Hera. Dionysius the Elder later bought it from the Carthaginians for 
120 talents. Athenaeus quotes from his authority verbatim with great accuracy. Nonetheless, he 
subtly mani-pulates the original to suit his own argument, through both addition and omission. 
As transmitted directly, the text of the Mirabilium passage begins: 
They say that such an expensive mantle was prepared for Alclmenes the Sybarite that he dedicated it at 
the Lacinium. 
Compare Athcnacus' introduction to the anecdote: 
Aristotle says in The Wonders that Alcisthenes the Sybarite from decadence had prepared such an expen- 
sive mantle that he dedicated it a t  the Lacinium. 
In Mirahilium the story of Alcisthenes has no context; the marvel as presented has no moral dimen- 
sion, explicit or implied. For Athenaeus this will not do. The authorities he cites must support his 
position." He adds the crucial words 6ni, zpvcpfj~, and Alcisthenes becomes another example of 
the immorality of Sybari~.~? 
Similarly, because he values the testimony of Aristotle so highly, he neglects to inform his 
reader that the philosopher (as he thinks) is here giving hearsay evidence: Mirabilium presents its 
account as a report drawn from unspecified sources (cpaoi). Athenaeus removes this inconvenient 
reference and represents the decadence of Alcisthenes as Aristotle's own opinion (cpqoiv 
Ap~ozozkhq~).~' Thus, although as a spurious work Mirahiliurn can tell us nothing about traditions 
'"t is also possible that the information about the 
clothing came from Timaeus, who seems to have had an 
ethnographical interest in the way peoples dressed. 
"Mirabilizirn auscultutiones is, of coursc, not a work 
of Aristotle. Its loosely organized con~posite structure 
may be the result of contributions by several compilers. 
The various strata of which it consists are difficult to date 
with accuracy, but we need not be concerned here with 
such details. From our point of vicw it is sufficient that 
Athcnacus treats it as genuine. 
Interestingly, Flashar (1 981) 115, following Gef- 
Scken (1892) 96, confidently identifies the source of this 
story: 'Timaios hier sicher zu greifen ist'. The basis of 
this identification is Timaeus' notorious fascination for 
tpvcpfi. We shall scc shortly how fragile a basis this is. 
Athenacus does give us the information ( 1  2.541 b) that the 
garment was mentioned by Polemon in the work entitled 
nepi TGV iv Kccp~qG6v1 II6nhov; this Fact would give us 
a terrnitzzls ante (c .  190 BC). 
" It is worth pointing out that Athcnacus' intcrpreta- 
tion, which makes the mantle of Alcisthenes a syn~bol of 
Sybarite luxury. is probably correct. The story seems to 
belong to the same tradition as other exaggerated exam- 
ples of Sybarite rpucpfi, such as those surrounding 
Sinindyrides. Thus, in order to adapt Mir 96.838al5-26 to 
his own argument, Athenaeus coincidcntally restored the 
moral context which the author of Mirabiliunz had re- 
moved, since he was interested only in the wonder itself. 
We think Athenaeus would have appreciated the irony. 
j3 Despite the fact that he includes in his quotation a 
second cpaoi which occurs a fcw lines latcr (in conncction 
with the mantle's purchasc by Dionysius). We may take 
of Sybarite zpucpfi available to Aristotle, it does offer us a manifest case of that aspect of Athenaeus' 
method of citation which calls for the greatest circumspection in the modern historian: his painstak- 
ing accuracy in verbatim quotation undercut by slight but significant alteration. 
In any case, Athenaeus produces no Aristotelian testimony bearing clearly on the issue of 
Sybarite luxury and most certainly no evidence that Aristotle was aware of a link between zpucpfi 
and i j p p t ~  at Sybaris. 
Athenaeus cites Heracleides Ponticus twice on the subject of Sybaris. At 12.521e-f, we are in- 
formed that immorality indeed led to the fall of that city: after the overthrow of the tyrant Telys, 
the members of his faction were slain on the altars. After that, the statue of Hera turned her back 
on the city, and a fountain of blood issued from her temple. For this reason, and for trying to di- 
minish the Olympic games by setting up a rival contest with richer prizes (&Ohov i)neppohij~), the 
Sybarites were destroyed. This evidence, which comes from Heracleides' nepi  Aucatoo6vq<, 
shows no explicit sign of zpucpfi. To be sure, both the murders and the attempt to subvert the 
Olympics are acts that fall under the heading of 6ppq.  However, as we shall discuss below, when 
dealing with a fourth-century author, we have no warrant to assume a causal relationship between 
i j P p ~ ~  and zpucpfi without a clear indi~ation.~<ertainly, we need not accept the argument that the 
transmission of historical 'facts' such as those presented here were motivated by the desire of 
Sybaris' enemies to justify its des t r~c t ion .~~  According to Athenaeus, Heracleides offers (12.523f) 
in Book 2 of 0 1 1  Justice a parallel explanation of the destruction of Miletus by the Persians: 6t& 
zpucpiiv Piov ~ a i  n o h t z t ~ & ~  gxepaq ('on account of luxury of life and political hatreds').16 There 
can be no question of the Persians feeling a need to justify in this manner what they did to Miletus. 
We may suggest that whatever circumstances led to the generation of the story of murder and di- 
vine retribution at Miletus would have sufficed in the case of Sybaris as well.4q 
The second pertinent reference to Heracleides is to his On Pleasure: 
Heracleides Ponticus says in his On Pleasure that the Samians, luxuriating excessively, on account of 
their pettiness towards each other, like the Sybarites, lost their city. 
Although this passage seems straighfonvard, it is quite difficult to understand precisely. In the first 
place, Athenaeus gives no further details, so we cannot begin to judge the accuracy of his charac- 
terization of this source. We know enough of Athenaeus' method to suspect that some part of the 
sentence is interpretation that may be inconsistent with Heracleides' evidence. It is quite possible, 
for example, that tjonep C u p a p i ~ a ~  is a comparison added by Athenaeus, for whom the parallel 
was obvious, and that Heracleides drew no analogy between Samos and Sybaris. Secondly, it is 
unclear how much of the predicate these words of comparison should be taken to qualify. At a min- 
imum, t$v nbhw Ennohtoa~ is included, and we are merely told that the Samians because of their 
this opportimity to emphasize that we intend no facile crit- 
icism of Athenaeus. As Jacob (2001) xcvi indicates, 
Athenaeus may have meant such citations as playful irony, 
knowing that his readers might bc familiar with many of 
the original texts. Our admonitions are rather aimed at 
modem historians who are ready to accept Athenaeus' ev- 
idence without the heightened level of caution for which 
we argue. 
44 Fishcr ( 1992), csp. 1 1 1 - 17. finds no causal rclation- 
ship outside Athcnacus and the authors cited by him. 
Discussed with clarity by Ampolo (1993) 21 7-22. 
4" The subsequent details make clear that n o h ~ t i ~ i n ~  
E~Bpaq are manifcstations of i j pp t~ .  These words, part of 
Athcnaeus' introduction of this evidence, arc probably to 
be attributed to Athenaeus or his immediate source rather 
than to Heracleides. 
47 Gonnan (2001) 102-7 argues that the story of vio- 
lence at Miletus was based on the text of a prophecy that 
came - probably crroncously - to bc associated with thc 
Ionian city. 
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behaviour lost their city, just as did the Sybarites because of theirs." In view of these uncertainties, 
it is perhaps best to set this passage aside as more informative of Heracleides on the Samians than 
the Sybarites. 
To Theophrastus is attributed one fragment on Sybaris. In his On Pleasure, we are told 
(1 2.5 1 1 c), Theophrastus compared the life of Aristeides to those of Smindyrides and Sardanapallus: 
O ~ K  ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ T J O E V  t j o n ~ p  E K E T V O ~  ('he did not luxuriate as they did'). There are no more details, so 
caution again leads us to hesitate to accept Athenaeus' word that Theophrastus viewed 
Smindyrides' lifestyle as immoral. 
At 6 . 2 7 3 ~  Athenaeus cites Chamaeleon of Heraclea Pontica, and it will be convenient to discuss 
this passage here, since Athenaeus notes that the work On Pleasure to which he refers is sometimes 
attributed to Theophrastus. The subject is once more Smindyrides, in a passage we have discussed 
above in the context of Pelling's analysis of Athenaeus' method. Athenaeus reports that 
Smindyrides, motivated 6nb ~ht6fjq ~ a i  ~pucpijq, took a thousand servants when he went to com- 
pete for the hand ofAgariste of Sicyon. Pelling astutely observes that this anecdote is unattributed, 
while Chamaeleon (or Theophrastus) is given responsibility only for the information that for 20 
years Smindyrides saw neither sunrise nor sunset. Significantly, Smindyrides' sleeping habits 
seem to have been reported from his own point of view: o&tos 6' b drvilp ~ a i  t v 6 ~ i c a o e a 1  
pouh6p~vos cjs ~66a1p6vos Z<v ... o 6 ~  gcpq zbv ijhtov ('This man, wishing to demonstrate how 
happily he lived, denied that he had seen the sun . . .'). Thus, for Chamaeleon, Smindyrides was a 
self-professed proponent of hedonism, and Smindyrides' original claim (wherever Chamaeleon 
may have found it recorded) was no admission of immoral behavi~ur.~Wor do we have any reason 
to assume that Chamaeleon himself characterized it as an example of the vice of zpucpfi.'" This pas- 
sage is therefore not evidence for the existence of a tradition of Sybarite decadence in the fourth 
century. 
Timaeus of Tauroinenium is Athenaeus' favourite source on Sybaris. The Deipnosophistcle in- 
cludes at least seven pertinent fragments of that author. The first occurs in the epitome of 1.34c, 
where we are told that the presence of cabbage weakens the effects of wine: 6tb lrai 'Cupap?zat, 
qqoi  T i p a ~ o ~ ,  npb TOG n i v ~ ~ v  p & p P a ~  ~ O ~ I O V  ('It is for this reason, Timaeus says, that the 
Sybarites ate cabbages before drinking'). Some have seen here an allusion to tpucpfi, of which 
drunkenness is certainly a part. We merely note that it is precisely in reporting the motivation ex- 
plaining such historical 'facts' (i.e. 6tb) that Athenaeus' own concerns override those of his sources. 
The relationship between the Sybarites' fondness for cabbage and their putative love of wine may 
be an observation of Athenaeus or of his epitomizer, not Timaeus. 
The next passage is more to the point. According to Athenaeus 12.5 18d, Timaeus knew a joke 
about Sybarite laziness:'' 
" "the comparison includes 6th r i v  np6i hhhfihouq 
p~~pohoyiav ,  Heracleides' account in nepi 'HSovijl; con- 
tradicts that given in nepi Atwatoobvq5, for one can 
hardly reconcile ptwpohoyia and murder. M~wpohoyia is 
uscd consistently for petty reasoning, splitting hairs, or 
even stinginess: e.g. Isoc. 13.8, 15.262; Plato, Theat. 
175a7, Hp. tr~ai. 304b4, Resp. 486a5, 558b1, Leg. 746e4; 
Arist. Metczph. 995a10. At a stretch, it can mean 'to belit- 
tle', as at Isoc. 15.2. but nothing more momentous is sig- 
nified. Such a contradiction is of course possible, given 
the different focus of the two works. 
'' Compare Athenacus 12.5 1 ?a, where we arc told that 
Heracleides Ponticus included in his On Pleasure a de- 
fence of luxury as offered by its devotees: & n a v r e ~  yoGv 
oi T ~ V  fiSov4v T I ~ G V T E ~  K Q ~  ~pu(pijlv ~ p o q ~ p q p i v o \  
peyah6yr1)~o~ wai peycxhorrpen~T5 eioiv, &< nipoar  wai 
MijSo~ ('All who esteem plcasure and choose to live in 
luxury are lordly and magnificent, like the Persians and 
Medes'). 
The words which close the discussion of 
Smindyrides - o$roS, &< ZOIKEV, npwi p&v ~ K ~ ~ O E V S E V ,  
6141; 6' fiyeipero, waz' irycpb~epa Suoru~Gv ('This man, it 
seems, went to bed early and got up late, unfortunate on 
both counts') - are to be taken as Athenaeus' rather than 
Chamaeleon's, since their point seems to be a contrast with 
the next example, Hestiaeus Ponticus, who 'properly 
boasted' (tcah6.j~ & ~ a u ~ i j l r o )  that he had not seen the sun 
come up or go down because of his constant dedication to 
his studies. 
5' The discussion of Sybarite rpucpfi begins a few lines 
before Timaeus is named. In this section Athenaeus relates 
that the Sybarites shackled their bath slaves to keep them 
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Concerning these people. Timaeus relates that a man of Sybaris said that, when on the way to the country 
he caught sight of some workmen digging, he ruptured himself. To which one of his audience respondcd: 
'I myself hurt a rib just listening to you.' 
This evidence shows that Timaeus was aware of an association between Sybaris and ~pucpfi, since 
extreme indolence is one of the manifestations of that vice. On the other hand, this story is simply 
a joke, and we need assume neither a historiographically motivated origin nor that it is part of a 
systematic argument for zpucpfi as a leading factor in the destruction of Sybaris. 
However, to complicate matters, the passage just quoted is immediately followed by two more 
anecdotes. Both concern visits by Sybarites to cities that symbolized moderation of lifestyle. In 
the first, a group of Sybarites at Croton sees an athlete softening his own ground in the palaestra 
and the visitors wonder aloud that the Crotoniates have no slaves to do such a task. In the second 
story, the location is Sparta, where a Sybarite is invited to a common mess to eat the food of the 
locals. It is no strange thing, he exclaims, that the Spartans act with such courage: the worst coward 
would prefer to die rather than to live such a life. 
These stories may be seen as evidence of historiographical dimensions of ~pucpfi, since the con- 
trast between Sybarite luxury and simpler life at Croton and Sparta may point to a theory of his- 
torical causation: ~pucpfi brought Sybaris to ruin, while moderation made the Crotoniates and 
Spartans powerful. Of course, for such an interpretation to be persuasive, one must establish that 
these examples appeared in the text of some historian. Unfortunately, we cannot be confident that 
they come from Timaeus. In addition to Pelling's general caution that Athenaeus sometimes brings 
foreign inaterial under the aegis of a named authority, there are more particular reasons for scep- 
ticism. One such reason is the repetition at 4 . 1 3 8 ~  of the story of the Sybarite at Sparta. Here 
Athenaeus gives the tale a non-specific attribution (cpcroi 6i: TIVES) which we are perhaps justified 
in taking as a reference to general knowledge.52 If the Sparta anecdote may be Athenaeus' own con- 
tribution, it is economical to posit the same source for the Croton story, since the two make the 
same point, putting Sybarite sloth in the context of more traditional Greek rnol+es.j3 The story of 
the ruptured Sybarite is not parallel.54 Thus, in order to put Timaeus' evidence about Sybaris on 
the most secure footing, we should mark the end of this fragment at the close of the rupture joke. 
from bringing the hot water too quickly and scalding their 
masters: that smiths and carpenters were forbidden by law 
from working in the city, since they were too noisy; that it 
was not even permitted to raise roosters in Sybaris. We 
have seen that Pelling urges caution in such cases: just be- 
cause Timaeus is the first authority mentioned in this con- 
text, we may not assume that Athenaeus is attributing all 
the material to that author. By contrast, Zecchini (1989) 
In his d~seuss~on f this passage docs not even seem to be 
aware of compl~cat~ons such as those la~d  out by Pell~ng: 
'per l'esattezza il testo di Tiineo comincia con la formula 
introduttiva nepi 6; Zupap~rLjv r i  6rT ~ a i  hkye~v;' (176). 
In other words, Zecchini accepts the anecdotes preceding 
the citation of Timaeus as the historian's own. Unfortu- 
nately, Zecchini offers no arguments to explain his confi- 
dence 
"As Pelling does in connection with the Smindyrides 
passage 
' The placement of the Croton story immediately after 
the rupture story may have been suggested to Athenaeus 
by the occurrcncc in both of the verb o~6tnrw ('dig'). 
'Vt is difficult to know what to make of the fact that 
Diodorus Siculus apparently related the Sparta story and 
the rupture story together (8.18). perhaps in close proxim- 
ity to the tradition that the Sybarites were especially 
friendly with the Ionians and the Etruscans (8.18), a tradi- 
tion that Athenacus explicitly tics to Timaeus. Somc 
scholars (e.g. de Sensi Sestito (1988) 405-6; Bugno ( 1  999) 
7-8) take this pattern of collocation as evidence of 
Timaean origin. We merely note that there is some indi- 
cation that Diodorus knew of an intermediate moralizing 
rpucpil-tradition such as that upon which Athenaeus seems 
to have relied. It is likely that thc Sybaris material from 
Diodorus 8 passed through such a stage. For example, in- 
troducing the relationship between Sybaris and Ionia is the 
phrase roooOroq 6L $v Cfihoq nap' aGt07j zpucpfi~ Gore ... 
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Another fragment occurs in close succession. At 12.518f Athenaeus reports that, $< cpqotv b 
Tipato<, the Sybarites were accustomed to keep dwarfs and small Maltese dogs.5r As usual, the 
data are characterized in words (6th ~ i v  ~pucpilv) which may belong to Athenaeus. In any event, 
no historiographical connection to % P ~ L <  or to the ruin of the city is evident. 
Some interpreters maintain that i2.522a proves that Timaeus understood tpucpfi as a morally 
corrosive contagion that passed by contact from one city to another: 
~ a i  KpozwvtGtat 6 ' ,  G j  c p q o ~  Tipatoq,  p ~ t b  zi, kkehdv  C u p a p i t a j  k k h ~ ~ t h a v  ~ i q  zpucpfiv. G ~ Z E  ~ a i  
zbv & p ~ o v z a  6 t G v  n ~ p t t k v a t  ~ a t h  t j v  nbhtv &hovpyi6a $cp~~opkvov ... 
The Crotoniates too, as Timaeus relates, after the capture of the Sybarites, ran aground upon luxury, so 
that their ruler went around through the city wearing purple . . . 
By now, it would be belabouring the point unduly if we were to do more than indicate that the 
words introducing this passage cannot be assigned to Timaeus. We are left with information on 
the dress of the Crotoniate leader that may have been merely ethnographical in i m p ~ r t . ' ~  
Timaeus' testimony at 12.523~ has been discussed in connection with Aristotle. Likewise we 
have seen that Pelling's arguments make short work of the assumption that Timaeus is responsible 
for the information at 12.541b-c that Smindyrides went courting 'with a thousand cooks and 
fowlers'. 
The final fragment of Timaeus which pertains to Sybaris begins at 12.5 19b-c. We have taken 
it up out of its order in the text of Athenaeus because it has been the most important source on 
Sybarite ~pucpfi n the scholarship. The passage begins with Athenaeus noting that the Sybarites 
wore i p k t t a  made from Milesian wool. The wool trade, it seems, was the basis for the close re- 
lationship between the two cities: 
&cp' &v 6+ ~ a i  a  cpthiat ra7q nbhro tv  kyivovto, &S 6 T i p a t o j  i o t o p ~ 7 .  tyhnwv yhp  ztjv pkv Bk'ItahQq 
TuppqvoGj, t t j v  6' i i 5 ~ 8 ~ ~  zo6q " lwvaj ,  871 tpucpfi~ xpoo~7xov .  
From this the citics bccamc fr~cnds, as Timacus relates, for of the pcoplc of Italy they bccamc close to 
the Etruscans, and of outs~ders to the lonians, because they were devoted to luxury. 
Attention to Athenaeus' habit of massaging all evidence to tit his argument must make us aware 
that it is not unlikely that the reference to ~pucpil was not in Timaeus. We are left with a fact about 
Sybarite dress and the observation that friendship follows trade. So far, there is nothing that would 
make plausible a tradition in which .zpucp-;l might justify the fall of Sybari~.~'  
('Their zeal for luxu~y was so great that . . .'). In our gen- 
eral remarks on Athenaeus' method we have argued that 
similar expressions belong to an intermediate source (of 
indeterminate kind) for the discussion of tpucpfi in thc 
Deiltnosoplzistue. Thus. collocation of similar material in 
Athenaeus and Diodorus may reflect the influence of an 
transmitting rather than original source. 
55  The material attributed to Timaeus is preceded by a 
sentence in which we are told about the extravagant dress 
of the Sybaritc youth. Once again, the source may bc gen- 
eral knowledge. 
56 The details of this passage, relating as they do to 
Croton, do not concern us. However, we note that recog- 
nition that 12,h~~thav E ~ S  rpucpfiv is not of Timaean origin 
renders otiose Jacoby's suggestion that the alternate ex- 
planation offered here for the Crotoniate custom also goes 
back to Timaeus, who presented it for polemical reasons. 
The introductory and concluding words of that alternative 
are germane to our discussion (12.522b-c): oi' 6; 06 6th 
rpucpfiv cpaot roiizo ye yo viva^, hhhh  6th A q p o ~ 6 q  rbv 
iarp6v. ... oG ~ p u c p i j ~  ~ & p t v  0666 Gppewq, hhh'  t a q p e i a ~  
t f i ~  i q  t o i ) ~  nipoaq ('Othcrs say that this occurred not 
because of luxury, but because of Democedes the physi- 
cian. . . . not for the sake of luxury or of arrogance [sc. do 
they do this] but out of contempt for the Persians'). Just 
as the insinuation of motive (oh 6th rpucpfiv) in the first part 
of the quotation is typical ofAthenaeus' method, so also the 
parallel part of the summation (oh rpucpijq ~ h p t v  oC6k 
Gppewq) stems from Athenaeus or his proximate source. 
Thus. one cannot assume that the close connection made 
here between rpucpfi and Gpptq goes back to an early date. 
S7 We recognize that Milesian wool was well known 
for its softncss. Diodorus Siculus knows of a tradition ac- 
cording to which the law of Zaleucus forbade men to wear 
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On the other hand, the words just quoted are followed by a long series of examples that without 
doubt illustrate a serious decadence. To give just a few: wealthy Sybarites took three days for a 
one-day journey into the country; roads leading to the countryside were roofed over; they publicly 
crowned cooks who developed fine dishes. The sequence culminates with an oracle that they will 
prosper until they hold a man in greater honour than the gods. This prophecy is fulfilled, and the 
city is soon destroyed due to rivalry both among the Sybarites themselves and between Sybaris as 
a community and all the other cities - rivalry in pursuit of zpucpfi. 
No case of zpucpfi as a principle of historical causation could be clearer. However, Pelling's 
work has taught us that we cannot assume without further argument that all the examples collected 
here come from Timaeus. The content of the Timaeus fragments on Sybaris already examined 
tells against Timaean authorship of the material at 12.519b-e. The facts that can be securely as- 
cribed to Timaeus are these: the Sybarites were fond of cabbage, they kept dwarfs and Maltese 
dogs, they wore Milesian wool clothing, and they traded with Tonia and Etruria. Timaeus also re- 
lates the joke about the ruptured Sybarite. Such tame material is hardly consonant with the exag- 
gerated and even fantastic data given here (e.g. that the Sybarites piped wine from vineyard to 
warehouse or that they were the first to invent the chamber-pot). Nor can we find in Jacoby's col- 
lection of Timaeus' fragments (FGrHist 566) any parallel for this kind of uncritical credulity out- 
side the realm of the mythological, if we assume that Timaeus seriously presented these items as 
facts about Sybar i~ . '~  Furthermore, in spite of thc scholarly orthodoxy, the evidence that Timaeus 
was at all interested in zpucpfi is extremely thin." In view of these considerations, we conclude, 
as Pelling does in a similar case at 12.535b-e, that the instances of ~pucpfi n this passage are 'a 
catch-all medley from general knowledge'.00 
The last two authors whom Athenaeus cites in regard to Sybaris can be dispatched quickly. At 
12.521~ Athenaeus quotes Phylarchus (d. after 2201219) on a severe sumptuary law at Syracuse. 
Syracusan moderation stands in contrast to Sybarite zpucpfi, for it was law in Sybaris that women 
must be invited to a feast with a year's notice, so that they might prepare their costumes. The 
transition to this example is familiar in form: Cupap'iza~, cpqoiv, ~ ~ o ~ ~ i h a v z ~ ~  & i~ 'tpucpiv 
gypavav v6pov ... ('The Sybarites, he says, running aground upon luxury, wrote a law . . . '). In this 
case the body of the quotation does support the interpretation that Athenaeus has given Phylarchus. 
The supposed law must be an instance of the zpucpfi of Sybaris. Nevertheless, this passage need 
not attest to the existence of a principle of historical causation. Rather, its origin is not far to seek: 
the Hellenistic interest in sumptuary legislation which led to the 'discovery' of the Syracusan case 
would suffice to create the Sybarite v 6 y o ~  as a foil.h' Thus, we can accept this passage as evidence 
that by 220 BC Sybaris had become a synlbol of ~pucpfi. It is not, however, proof of zpucpfi as agent 
of historical change. 
A more likely possibility for that proof follows a few lines later, when we read that the Sybarites 
eventually turned to i j ppq.  They slaughtered ambassadors from Croton on the altars, provoking 
the anger of Hera and their own destruction (12.52 Id). Unfortunately, interpretation is not easy. 
a iphrtov ioopthfptov. Zaleucus' measures saved the city 
from 745 P h a P ~ p 6 ~  ~pucptq. Of course, scholars have no- 
ticed that the law is not Archaic, and is probably not older 
than the fourth century BC; c/: Bernhardt (2003) 3 1-2 with 
notes. 
'"t is impossible to rule out that Timaeus related them 
as funny stories about the Sybarites. After all, he did tell 
the rupture joke, and there is a tradition of Sybarite jokes 
(yihotov ZuPapr'rt~6v, 1259) preserved in Aristophanes' 
Wasps, although these gags arc not particularly linked to 
luxury. At 1427-31, Philocleon relates that an hvfip 
CvPapitqq fell from his chariot and hurt his head, where- 
upon a friend told him to stick to the business he knew. A 
few lines later (1435-40), the subject is 'a woman of 
Sybaris' who, breaking a jar (kx?voq), passed a suitable 
witticism. A similar phrase (Zvphpeta kntcpeiypara) is 
attributed to the fifth-century Sicilian comic, Epicharmus 
(Suda Z7:iypa 127 1). At any rate, in our case the passage 
would not be evidence that Tiinacus rccognizcd as a his- 
torical forcc the evolution from rpucpi to GPpq to 
hr thhe~a.  
5' See below. n.81. 
" Pelling (2000) 176. 
" On the question 'Sind alle diese Gesetze unecht und 
Phantasieprodukte griechischer Moralisten'?', see Bern- 
hardt (2003) 248-54. 
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We cannot overlook the possibility that this passage does not come from Phylarchus, since he is 
not named in the immediate context. In addition, transition to this passage is effected by the 
kco~khh~tv-formula:  z&vu o h  kcoK&ihavz&~ &is %pptv ... ('running entirely aground upon 
hybris . . . '). This phrase usually occurs at the beginning of a citation and may therefore indicate 
a change of source. On the other hand, since, when introductory, the authority's name is normally 
mentioned, t50~khhetv ~ z h .  may well be resumptive in this instance.h2 In sum, Phylarchus knew 
of Sybaris as a centre of zpucpfi. He maypossihlv have related the fall of Sybaris in tenns of %Pptq 
and divine justice (giving essentially the same story as that already told in Heracleides). But the 
only connection between zpucpfi and %Ppts clearly is made in the words of Athenaeus or his im- 
mediate source. We cannot know whether Athenaeus is once more distorting the content of the 
original. 
The final fragment touching on Sybaris is from Polybius. At 12.528a-b Athenaeus tells how 
the decadence of the Capuans led them to call in Hannibal. In zpucpfi they excelled even Sybaris: 
k c o ~ ~ i h a ~  &is zpucpjv ~ a i  7cohuzkhetav, 67cepPahhopivous t j v  7c~pi ... E6paptv ~capa6~6opkvqv 
cpfipqv ('they ran aground on luxury and extravagance, outdoing the traditional fame of Sybaris'). 
Given the presence of the t~oakhh~~v- fo rmula ,  it is legitimate to suggest that the reference to 
tpucpfi and the comparison with Sybaris is not Polybian, although Polybius is certainly concerned 
with excess." The passage adds nothing to our explicit evidence on that city. 
4. CATASTROPHIC LUXURY 
Such is Athenaeus' evidence on Sybarite tpucpfi. We have made it clear that we think it of little 
value. One may object that we have treated Athenaeus unfairly: though it is clearly possible a 
priori that, for example, the phrase ~ S O K ~ ~ ~ E I V  &is tpucpfiv may accurately paraphrase the tale of 
a community that fell into ruin because of luxury - with Sybaris as a prominent example - we have 
not allowed that interpretation. Our scepticism is considered. Although it is a commonplace that 
the idea of excessive luxury leading to personal and political destruction was a widespread Greek 
view, our examination of the evidence indicates that its importance has been much exaggerated. 
There is no place here for a detailed treatment of the subject. We shall limit ourselves to a dis- 
cussion of a few passages advanced by the two most comprehensive studies of the topic, Passerini 
(1 934) and Bernhardt (2003)," as the best proof of the historiographical significance of the idea 
of ruinous ~pucpf i .~~ 
" If it is resumptivc, we may assume that the interven- 
ing matcrial (on certain patent laws and tax exemptions) is 
not from Phylarchus. 
h3 Though Zecchini (1989) 90-1, followed by Walbank 
(2000) 162, believes this quotation to be taken directly 
from Polybius, few passages in Athenaeus can show so 
clearly the signs of manipulation: in addition to the 
2~0~6hhetv-formula. we tind here the commonplaec that 
rpucpfi comes 6 t a  tfiv &perrjv 795 yijq (the text of 
Diodorus alone offers parallels at 3.42.2, 5.10.2, and 
34/35.2.26. The phrase 06 6uvapevo1 ... ( P ~ ~ E L V  TI)V 
napocoav ~66a tpoviav  recalls Ps.-Seymnus 345 and 
Diodorus 10.23. Even the subsequent contrast with the 
virtue of the Petelians has a now familiar appearance: 
netqh'ivo~ 62 ... eiq zoooijtov rupzepia~  qheov ... Gore ... 
('the Petelians . . . reached such a state of endurance . . . 
that . . . '). We suspect that this phraseology is the mark 
of transmission through a moralist or rhetorical tradition. 
but a detailed exploration must await another opportunity. 
In any case, it may not be an exaggeration to say that all 
we can confidently ascrlbc to Polyb~uc 1s the \tory that the 
Capuans called In f Iaiin~bal and the Pctellans res~stcd h~m. 
h4 Cozzoli (1980), Lombardo (1983) and Nenc~ (1983) 
also exainlne h~storlographical aspects of luxury at some 
length, but present no important ev~dence not dealt w~th  by 
Passerin1 and Bemhardt 
" The word ciDp6q 'delicate, luxur~ous' and ~ t s  cog- 
nates first appear at the end of the seventh century BC. 
Throughout the Archalc period it was usually a positive 
quallty, as at Sappho F 58 25 LP. ;yo 6 i  cpihqpp' 
hppoo6vav and Solon F 24 4 West, where yuorpi .re xai 
nheupuTi ~ a i  nooiv &Pp& na€IeTv 15 a\ \atisfying a\ great 
riches Thls pos~tive vlew of luxury seems to have pre- 
vallcd wcll into the fifth century The last decades of the 
400s saw an important shlft with the appearance of the 
word zpucpi, whlch by the fourth century was almost al- 
ways negatlve In connotation We are not here interested 
In the development of the Idea of luxury as vlce. but only 
~ t s  use as hi\toncal explanation 
We may stipulate at the outset that by the end of the fifth century there existed clear examples 
of peoples thought to have been weakened politically by a luxurious lifestyle. Herodotus, of 
course, already knew a tradition according to which Croesus advised Cyrus to raise the children 
of the Lydians in soft clothes and music (1.155.4): ~ a i  z a ~ i 5 o ~  cpka~, % paotheG, y u v a k a ~  &vz' 
&v6pi3v 6 y ~ a t  yeyov6.ta~ ('and you will quickly see them, 0 King, become women instead of 
men'). In the same vein, Euripides depicts the Phrygians as weak in war (Or. 1483-5). Later, the 
list is expanded by Isocrates to include the Persians themselves, OGG imethficpapev p a h a ~ o h ~  
~ a i  nohkpov &n~Cpou~ ~ a i  Gtecp0apykvouq hi, z i j ~  zpucpijq ('whom we have taken to be 
soft and ignorant of war and ruined by luxury', 5.124)."" 
On the other hand, neither Passerini nor Bernhardt is able to offer good evidence that the idea 
of pernicious luxury had a more general application in the Classical and early Hellenistic periods;"- 
certainly they cannot make a persuasive case that it was a recognized principle of historical cau- 
sation. For example, Theopompus of Chios is advanced as especially avid in pursuit of the effects 
of ~pu<p-i\,~"et most of the numerous fragments of this author cited by Passerini fail to connect 
zpucpfi with ruin in a significant way.") Even where the fragment mentions both the luxury and the 
destruction of the subject, the relationship between the two remains dubious. F 114 (= Athenaeus 
12.53 la-d) tells of the rivalry in zpucp-i\ of Straton, king of Sidon, and Nicocles, the ruler of Cypriot 
Salamis. After detailing the emulous hedonism of the two, the passage ends by noting their deaths: 
They sought earnestly to seem happy and prosperous, but their good luck did not extend to their lives' 
end; both died a violent death. 
From the wording of this final sentence we might suspect that the moral pointed here is not the cor- 
rosive effects of luxury, but the familiar adage 'count no man happy before he dies'.'" That this is 
the correct interpretation is confirmed by the immediate context in which Athenaeus quotes the pas- 
sage. Before this, we are treated to a poem of Phoenix of Colophon, who purports to give the epi- 
taph of King Ninus of Assyria, famous for his luxury. Ninus truly possessed, it seems, only the 
pleasures he experienced in life. Death came suddenly and violently, and his riches did not protect 
him. Ninus' words show no hint of regret towards his life of zpucpfi, only recognition that even such 
""lato, at Laws 694c-695e, explains how an educa- 
tion corrupted by ~pucpfi caused Cambyses and Xerxes to 
bc much lesser men than their fathers and subsequent gcn- 
erations of Great Kings to bc y k y a ~  in name rather than in 
fact. Similarly, Republic 8.566b-c considers the penchant 
for rpucpfi among tlie children of the ruling Clite as an im- 
portant factor in the breakdown of oligarchies. 
"' Bemhardt (2003) 11 8- 19 offers the historiography of 
Sparta as another example; the defeat of the Lacedaemonians 
at Leuctra was seen as a result of a turning away frorn the 
laws of Lycurgus. However, the only two passages Bern- 
hardt offers in evidence do not concern tpucpfi. Isocrates 
8.102-3 lays the blame for Spartan degeneracy not on luxury 
but on kkouoia, their ability to do whatever they liked. Like- 
wise. the Constitution qf'tke Lacedaemonians ascribed to 
Xenophon speaks of thc corrupting influcncc of greed and 
the desire for gold. Greed is not the same thing as rpucpfi. 
68 Passerini (1 934) 45; Flower ( 1994) 166 identifies 
'Theopompus' interest in luxury (~pucpfi) as an explanation 
for historical change'. 
In F 3 1 (Cotys), F 36 (early Italians), F 39 (Illyri- 
ans), F 49 (Thessalians), F 12 1 (Khodian oligarchs), F 132 
(Umbrians), F 134 (Dionysius), F 139 (Chalcidians). 
F 185 (Apollocrates), FF 187-8 (Niseus), F 204 (Etr- 
uscans), F 227 (Mcthymnans) and F 233 (Tarentines), var- 
ious aspects of luxury are recounted, but no explicit link is 
made between the presence of zpucpfi and any serious mis- 
fortune befalling the subjects. Nor are those few frag- 
ments in which a dclctcrious outcome is mentioned of 
such a kind as to illustrate a widely applicable historical 
principle: in F 40 the Ardiaeans, because of their fondness 
for feasting and drunkenness, are poisoned and destroyed 
by their enemies. In F 186 Hipparinus, the son of Diony- 
sius, is murdered as a drunken tyrant. Finally. F 283a re- 
lates that Dionysius thc younger 'ruined his eyes with 
wine' (rhq 6 y ~ t ~  imb to6 oi'vou Gtacpeapfivat). 
'"We shall indicate below that there is some reason to 
believe that the wording of this sentiment is due to 
Athenaeus rather than Theopompus. 
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a life is not proof against disaster. It seems that Athenaeus' focus is on what can happen not he- 
cause ofbut in spite qf'zpucpfi. The same conclusion can be drawn from the fact that, after reporting 
Theopompus' testimony on Straton and Nicocles, Athenaeus tells us that Anaximenes told the 
same story in a work entitled Baothkov M~zahhayui ;  such a work must have dealt with sudden 
changes of royal fortune, whatever the cause. Thus, it seems wrong to conclude from F 114 that 
Theopompus thought that luxury engendered destr~ction.~' 
On the other hand, F 62 (= Athenaeus 12.526d-f) appears, at least at first glance, to make the 
causal nexus patent. The Byzantines, it seems, had taught the Calchedonians democracy and worse: 
Erc~(1 Sk z i j ~  6 q p o ~ p a t i a ~  z&v B v j u v t i o v  kyeCoavzo, t i t~cp8dr~qouv E ~ G  tpucpiv [lacuna] ~ a i  tbv K U ~ '  
i l ~ i p a v  Piov EK oocppov~otdrtwv ~ a i  yerplorcitwv cptho~6.cu1 ~ u i  r c o h u z e h ~ ? ~  y v6pevot .  ( 12.5260 
When they tasted the democracy o f  the Byzantines, they were ruined [lacuna] into luxury and, from 
being most measured and moderate in their daily lives, became drunkards and spendthrifts. 
Unfortunately, 6 ~ & q d & ~ q o a v  ~ i q  zpucpfiv is not good Greek. A word (or words) governing the 
prepositional phrase has Fallen out, and at a juncture of the text, moreover, whose correct interpre- 
tation is indispensable if we are to accept this passage as evidence on Theompompus' use of the 
idea of zpucpfi. To see thc difference a single word might make in this regard, it is only necessary 
to imagine, exempli causa, that the text once read Gtecp0&pqouv EEOKEC~(XVT&S ~ i q  zpu(~?p 
( i < o ~ i h h a  is, after all, used five times in Athenaeus to govern the phrase ~ i q  zpucpfiv, while no 
other verb is used more than once). In this case, the expression, if not the thought, would belong 
to the excerptor and not the historian. Of course, we cannot insist that i < o ~ & i h a v z & ~  is the correct 
restoration here, but we do insist that the passage cannot be used to control the plausibility of our 
evaluation of the Sybarite zpucpfi stories, since it may exhibit the same characteristics we are trying 
to explain. This fragment must be set aside." 
We have left to the last discussion of a passage that is, if one accepts the traditional interpreta- 
tion, most pertinent to establishing the likelihood that zpucpfi could have served in the period at 
issue to explain the destruction of Sybaris. Recall that the pathology of zpucpfi at Sybaris is thought 
to have been of a very particular kind: prosperity led to luxury, which led to ijpptq, which led to 
divine anger and destruction. In the most recent examination of the question, Bernhardt is quite 
insistent on what he sees as the oldest tradition on the fall of Sybaris: 'Der Frevel gegen die Gotter 
sei eine Folge der Hybris, die Hybris eine Folge des Luxus und der Luxus eine Folge iibermassigen 
Reichtuins gewesen."' We have tried to show that the evidence specifically about Sybaris which 
Since the thrust of our argument aims to show how 
Athenaeus moulded his evidence to suit his purposes, we 
cannot assume that Athenaeus is here correctly represent- 
ing Theopompus. It is possible that the historian gavc 
zpucp4 as a cause of the deaths of the two rulcrs, but that 
Athenaeus dropped this connection. The fact remains that 
we must begin our search for Theoponlpus' meaning with 
a correct interpretation of the fragment's context. 
7 2  In fact, this is no great loss for our understanding of 
zpucpG as historical force, since even if we assume that the 
words and the thought are Theopompus', they would seem 
to have little historiographical significance. How did 
~pucpt ruin the people of Byzantium? It is possible to read 
the clause, EK owcppov~o~61z~v rai pezp~oz61~wv 
cplhon6ra~ r a i  xohuzeheT< yev6pevol. as epexegesis: it 
turned them into drunks, etc. In other words, the catastro- 
phe referred to may be moral. No historical evcnt need 
then be cited to explain 6~ecp8dtpqoav. The verb is used 
similarly at 12.536~ of Ptolemy Philadclphus, with a ruin 
that is strictly psychological: oijro< k<axa~qOijval tilv 
Gtdtvotav ~ a . i  G~acpOapijval bnb rij< b ~ a i p o u  zpucpij~ 
Go,, ~ b v  n6v~cr ~pbvov bxohapdv p l h o ~ o e a ~  r a i  
hiyetv 8rt p6vog eijpot zfiv a0avaoiav ('he was SO de- 
ceived in his reasoning and destroyed by unsuitable luxury 
that he thought hc would live forever and that he alone had 
discovcrcd immortality'). Note that the o i i z o ~  ... Gore 
construction, being one of Athenaeus' favourite ways of 
introducing an example of zpucpfi, may indicate that he 
rather than Phylarchus, the named authority, is responsible 
for the wording here. 
71 Bernhardt (2003) 67. As we have notcd. scholars 
consider this explanation 'Pythagorean'. This attribution 
is often supported by reference to Justin's epitome of Pom- 
peius Trogus 4.1.2-6, 'Pj~thaprus ... Croto~zam uenitpop- 
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Athenaeus has preserved does not support this view, but Bernhardt also adduces the case of 
Colophon; he considers the history of this city a strong parallel for the sequence luxury-hyhris- 
destruction. 
The key evidence is Athenaeus 12.526a-d, where that author quotes six verses of Xenophanes, 
perhaps the most well-known citizen of Archaic Colophon: 
The Colophonians, as Phylarchus says, were originally severe in their training, but when they ran aground 
on luxury, having tnade an alliance of friendship with the Lydians, they used to go forth decked out with 
gold jewellery in their hair, as Xenophanes also says: 'Having learned useless luxuries from the Lydians, 
as long as they were without hateful tyranny, they would go to the agora wearing cloaks all of purple, 
no fewer than a thousand, for the most part, haughty, rejoicing in their fine tresses, drenched in oil artfully 
perfumed.' 
There follows these lines an illustration of the Colophonians' propensity for strong drink, a descrip- 
tion of a law regulating the working hours of flute-girls, a citation from Theopompus on the ancient 
price of purple and a concluding sentence summarizing the gist of the passage. 
Since Bowra, scholars have accepted that this passage offers an early criticism of luxury based 
on political  consideration^.‘^ However, this view is probably made untenable by the characteristics 
of Athenaeus' method of citation that we have discussed above. Once again, we must beg off a 
thorough treatment of the subject due to the constraints of space. The salient points are these: 
Bowra assumes that Phylarchus and Theopoinpus must have known more of the poem than the 
lines cited here and that their interpretations were drawn from that information which is lost to us. 
We argue, on the contrary, that there are no details in this passage for which lost lines of Xeno- 
phanes provide the best explanation. The phrase &is zpucpijv E < L ~ K E L ~ L ~ v  indicates that the intro- 
ductory sentence is Athenaeus' own formulation, despite the mention of Phylarchus. This point is 
important when we see that Bowra takes the words of Phylarchus (as he believes) G t q o ~ q y i v o ~  
T&S ~ b p a s  ~ p u o G t  ~ b o p w t  as evidence that the historian had access to lines now lost; after all, the 
Xenophanes as quoted does not mention gold. Of course, this line of reasoning collapses when we 
realize that the mode of expression belongs to Athenaeus, for the Deipnosophist has just quoted 
from Asius on the ~ p 6 o ~ 1 a 1  ~ o p 6 y p a t  ('golden headpieces') and x a l z a ~  ... xpuo601j ivi G ~ o y o ' i ~  
('tresses in golden bands') worn by the ancient Samians. In this context, it is not surprising if 
Athenaeus understood the Colophonians' pleasure in their own ~ a i r q ~ o t v  ~ G n p ~ x i ~ o o ~ v  in the 
same way." 
ulurnque zn ltcwurlurn Iapvnrn auctorltate sun nd usurn fru- 
galltatls reuocau~t Laudahnt cotidle uirtutem et ultla lut-  
urrae cayumque ciurtatlurn en peyte perd~tarutn 
enurnerahat' ('Pythagoras canic to Croton and by h ~ s  au- 
thority recalled a people sunk In luxury to the practice ot 
moderation Every day he used to praise vlrtue and list 
the vices of luxury and the downfall of cities ru~ned by 
that plague') However, there 15 no doubt that in Pom- 
peius' own day (the last dccadcs of the first century BC) 
luxtlna could serve as an adequate cxplanat~on for crvr- 
tate.~ perditae. Given this ready source of contamination. 
the passage is hardly strong evidence for the political the- 
ories of Pythagoras or his followers 500 years earlier. 
'"owra (1941). 
75 Everything else in this first sentence can come from 
the quoted Xenophanes and Athenaeus' own powers of in- 
terpretation. The Colophonians' original sternness might 
be inferred from the fact that their luxuries were learned 
and therefore secondary; cf: 4.141f,  TI)^ 6h t f i q  61ccirqq 
r f i ~  ro1cc6tqq o r h q p b ~ q ~ a  iiosepov ~cctcth6occv~e~ oi 
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Bowra believes that the anecdote according to which some Colophonians were such drunkards 
that they saw neither sunrises nor sunsets 'looks like a paraphrase of actual words of Xenophanes', 
but the story certainly became a topos (Athenaeus tells i t  at 6 . 2 7 3 ~  of Smindyrides and at 12.520a 
of the Sybarites in general), and could have been added by either Phylarchus or Athenaeus without 
recourse to Xenophanes.'" The same source is likely for the vbyoc, concerning flute-girls.77 
Theopompus' exegesis adds no significant information. The concluding sentence reports the de- 
struction of Colophon because of stasis and tyranny - items not in the six lines of Xenophanes, but 
explanation is not difficult. Violence among citizens is a natural corollary of tyranny and thus a 
straightforward deduction from Xenophones' zupavviq ozuy~p-i\, an inference especially easy to 
make given the notoriety of Colophon's subsequent ruin: the destruction of that city had provided 
an object lesson on the effects of 6 p p q  from the time of Theogni~.'~ If, then, Athenaeus 12.526a- 
d is the clearest evidence that can be mustered for the existence before the Hellenistic period of 
the idea that zpucp-i\ begets Gpptc,,'" that proposition is open to the strongest doubt.x" 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
In view of the state of the scholarly argument on the historiographical use of tpucp-i\, we feel that 
our position of scepticism is justified. In general, the place in Greek thought of zpucpfi as an agent 
of historical change seems to have been quite limited before the beginning of the first century BC, 
A&roveq k&~ethav  ~ i q  rpucpfiv ('Later, doing away with 
the sternness of such a way of life, the Laconians ran 
aground on luxury'). Just as easily the alliance and friend- 
ship between thc two peoples might be derived from the 
apparent relationship betwccn teacher and student. 
' h  Again the oiizo ... Gore construction makes us lean 
toward Athenaeus: ict-h6Oqoav 61h zfiv 6ratpov ykoqv 
Goze ztvkq ... ('they were so unstrung by disproportionate 
drunkenness that some . . .'). 
77 Phylarchus is the authority for other Archaic legisla- 
tive oddities at 12.521b-d. 
'' Theognis 1 .1  103-4, i jpp~q ~ a i  M6ryv~zaj urrhheoe 
~ a i  Kohocpo?va / rai Cp6pvqv ('Z[vhris destroyed Mag- 
nesia and Colophon and Smyrna'). Even though the con- 
cluding sentence offers no additional insight into the 
thoughts of Xenophanes, we would like to know whcther 
wc should take these words as Theopompus' interpretation 
or a summation by Athenaeus. If by Theopompus, this 
would be a singularly clear example of that author giving 
rpucpfi as a cause of a significant historical event. In 
favour of an attribution to Athenaeus, however, is the re- 
occurrence hcre of a y o d  from the introductory sentencc 
(where it is surely Athenaeus' own wording, possibly sug- 
gested by Xenophanes' paO6vze~) and the observation 
that Athenaeus is apt to end a rpucpfi story with some such 
sentiment as 'they were destroyed': cf:, e.g., 12 .520~  
(1 2.18), e?za ... 6~ccpO&pqoav (of the Sybarites, attached 
to the authority of Timaeus); 12.521 e (12.21), nkvzeq ... 
&rrhhovro (Sybarites, Phylarchus); 12.52 If (12.21), 
61ecpO&pqouv ... &rravre~ (Sybarites, Heraeleides Ponti- 
CUS); 12.526ef (12.32), & n a v r e ~  ... 6tecpOhpqoav (Byzan- 
tines, Theopompus); 12.53 Id (12.41 ), kp(p6repot ... 
61ecpOdrpqoav (Straton and Nicocles, Theopompus). The 
matter requires a closer invcstigation. 
'' Bowra (1 941) 124 sees in Xenophanes' a6xahkot 
('boastful, haughty') an allusion to 'a special form of 
iipptq. 'the arrogant display of wealth'. In h ~ s  definitive 
study on i ippt~.  Fisher (1 992). esp. 19-2 1,7 I .  11 3- 15, does 
agree that displays of wealth can be hybristic. but only if 
they ~nvolve unfa~r seizurc of property or unp~tying injus- 
tlce towards other people that brings shame and often v~o- 
lence upon those people. Simply spending money and 
wearing luxury items is not enough: someone must be dis- 
honoured before an act can be classified as hybristic. 
Clearly, there is no such act in the fragment of Xenophanes, 
wh~ch F~sher does not mention. and we cannot read iippy 
Into the luxury of the Colophonians on the bass  of the su- 
perior attitude they adopted because of their dress. One 
mav also note that there need be imulied no causal relation- 
ship leading from oippooljva~ - with or without ijPp~q - to 
rupavviq otuyepi. Xenophanes may have meant to estab- 
lish an antithesis between a time of luxurious living and the 
period of 'hateful tyranny' which followed. 
Frequently cited in support of this idea is Clearchus 
of Soli. Once again, what is taken to be the best evidence 
that Clearchus connected rpucpfi and Gpplq is transmitted 
by Athenaeus and is compromised in a way that will by 
now be familiar to the rcader. For example. 12.524~-d 
(with similar cases at 12.522d and 12.523a): K U ~  nepi 
C~uOijv 6' k t tq  b K h i a p x o ~  r & 6 ~  iozope? ... 
rpucpfioavzeq 6; ~ a i  p&htoza 6fi ~ a i  npo?roI n&vrov r6v 
&vephrrwv ;xi ~b zpucp&v bppfioavreq eiq zocro 
npoqhoov iippewq Gore ... ('Concerning the Scythians 
Clearchus goes on to write the following: . . . indulging in 
luxury extremely and being the first of all peoples to set 
out eagerly after a luxurious life, they advanced to such a 
degree of insolence that . . .'). In addition to the expression 
eiq TOGTO rrPofjheov GPpeoq Gaze, we note that 
bppfioavra krri zpucpfiv occurs at 7.281c, eiq cpucpilv 
oppf ioa~  at 12.533f (both presented as Athenaeus' own 
words) and npbq fi6vrra~eiaq ~ a i  zpucphq Gppqoe at 
12.52 1 e (attached to the authority of Theopompus). The 
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at least judged by the evidence usually brought forward. More narrowly, if Timaeus or Phylarchus 
did in fact explain that the fall of Sybaris was due to acts of i jPp t~  arising from excessive tpucpfi, 
they would be the earliest authors whom we know to make such a chain of cause and effect. The 
first occurrence in a direct transmission of evidence that ~pucpfi may lead to 5 P p t ~  and then to dire 
consequences is Ps.-Scymnus 346-7, where the subject is, by coincidence, Sybaris: zpucpfiv 6 i  ~ a i  
(jciteupov khopivou~ Piov I ~ p 6 v o t  zpo&hO~?v ijPptv TE ~ a i  ~ 6 p o v  ('choosing luxury and a 
life of ease, in time they advanced into insolence and jadedness'). Given the ambiguities in 
Athenaeus' testimony which we have pointed out, it would be imprudent - perhaps even reckless 
- to attribute the origination of such a theory to one of these historians on the basis of material 
drawn from the Deipi~o~sophi.stue.~' 
To summarize: our study of this topic has the following principal implications. (1) The Hcllenis- 
tic tradition that the fall of Sybaris was an act of justice, in recompense for its tpucpfi and i jpp t~ ,  
was anything but robust. Although Athenaeus' quotations of the testimony of Timaeus, especially, 
are frequently adduced to vouch for the strength of this tradition - and to justify a range of theories 
based on it - Athenaeus in fact supplies no reliably Hellenistic evidence explicitly connecting 
zpucpfi and the destruction of the city." (2) The case of ~pucpfi s widely thought to be exemplary 
of the tendency among Hellenistic writers to explain historical events through moral causes. To 
the extent that it relies upon the evidence of Athenaeus, this view is seriously compromised. In 
every fragment we have examined, it is at least a strong possibility (and often demonstrable) that 
any formulation in which causative force is assigned to tpucpfi is due not to the original authority, 
but to Athenaeus or an intermediary. To establish the relationship between this later formulation 
and the original text will require new investigations and fresh methods. (3)  Detailed scrutiny of 
Athenaeus' discussion of ~pucpfi has revealed turns of phrase that can be identified as additions 
from the milieu of that author, even when he presents them as part of the quotation. We have no 
reason to be confident that we have noticed more than a small portion of such modes of expression 
or that their use is limited to Athenaeus' treatment of tpucpfi or related subjects . A wide variety 
of modem views, if based on prose quotations by Athenaeus, may in fact rest not on good evidence 
but on the Procrustean interpretations of the Dcipnosophist. In regard to each of these points, a 
full-scale study is clearly a desideratum. 
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phraseology linking rpucpfi and 6 p p q  patcntly belongs to 
Athenaeus. About Clearchus'beliefs we can draw no firm 
conclusion. 
'' One might also arrive at the same scepticism pis-u- 
vis tpucpfi by considering the entire extant collection of 
fragments for the authors we have discussed in connection 
with Sybaris. For Timaeus, for example, no other frag- 
ments offer any better evidence for his interest in tpucpfi 
than those already examined: F la and F l b  tell of naked 
girls serving at table among the Etruscans; Athenaeus con- 
siders this a mark of luxury when he cites it at 12.5 17d, but 
not at 4.153d, where it is an exotic dining custom. In F 26a 
Timaeus may have offered rpucpfi as a factor in the fall of 
Acragas to the Carthaginians, but interpretation is depend- 
ent on establishing the relationship of Diodorus Siculus to- 
wards his sources; this is far too controversial a basis on 
which to build a theory of moral causation in Timaeus. 
X2 Leaving aside the passages transmitted by 
Athenaeus, there is little positive evidence on the fall of 
Sybaris before the first century BC. Herodotus, of course. 
speaks of the ~h tG(  of Smindyrides, and that Sybarite has 
become a symbol of hedonism by Aristotle's day (EE  
1216a17). Aristophancs spcaks of 'Sybaritic feasts' and 
uses the word oupapt&<~tv in a sympotic contcxt (Peace 
344). No connection is drawn between Sybarite luxury 
and the city's destruction. In fact, Aristotle knows a dif- 
ferent tradition: Pol. 1303a24-33, o?ov Tpotjqviorg 
K ~ a t o i  ouv6xqoav Clipaptv, &a xheiovq oi P q n ~ o i  
yev6pevot FE,kpahov toGq Tpotjqviou~,  Geev tb &yo< 
ouvkpq 70:s Zupapizutq ('For example. the Achaeans 
colonized Sybaris jointly with the Troezenians and then, 
when the Achaeans grew Inore numerous, they expelled 
the Troezenians. From this the curse befell the Sybarites'). 
To be sure, Aristotle records a moral cause for the 
Sybarites' misfortune; hcncc the 'curse' that seems to refer 
to the evcnts of 5 10 BC. Iklowcver, Aristotle's version is 
out of harmony with the tpucpfi stories, which set the un- 
just actions leading to divine punishment in the last 
decades of the sixth century, when the city's prosperity 
was great. For Aristotle, the cause is to be sought in cir- 
cumstances of the city's foundation in the last ycars of the 
eighth century. 
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